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Chapte rr  Eigh t 
Casee Study Sioo 

"Not"Not everything is unsayable in words only the living truth " 
(quotationn of playwright Eugene Ionesco in Mintzberg & Westley, 2001) 

Inn this chapter, I present the case study at Sioo, which I conducted in the period of 
Januaryy 2000 to February 2001. The description of Sioo, its markets, services, 
strategyy and front offices concerns that period. The chapter unfolds as follows. 

 An introduction to Sioo. 
 An introduction of the main units of analysis: the specification of open and 

in-companyy programs for professionalization at Sioo. 
 Data collection: the sources of information at Sioo. 
 Sioo's services. 
 Sioo's market. 
 Sioo's basic organizational structure. 
 Service specification in open programs. 
 Service specification of in-company programs. 
 Sioo's strategy. 

Thee main parts of the chapter are the last three sections. 
Thee open program section is further partitioned into: attracting and informing 

customerss - service specification for open programs - the type of front office: the 
degreee of customization, relation information, product information and process 
informationn - the effectiveness of the front office. 

Thee in-company program section is partitioned into: the story about an open 
programm which evolved into an in-company program - the specification process of 
in-companyy programs - the type of front office: the degree of customization, relation 
information,, product information and process information - the effectiveness of the 
frontfront office. 

Thee section on Sioo's strategy is divided into: characteristics of Sioo's strategy 
andd oscillation between scope and partnership orientation. The chapter ends with the 
mainn conclusions and a discussion on what I learned from the Sioo case. 

Throughoutt this chapter Sioo's company clients have been denoted by fantasy 
namess like BigBank, UviX, IConsulT, BestCable, BestConsult and PsyHealth. 
Thesee names refer to the sectors the companies were in. 
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Sioo o 

Thee Dutch Minister of Education, Arts and Science founded Sioo in 1958. The 
abbreviationn Sioo originally stood for Stichting Interacademiale Opleiding 
Organisatiekundee (Foundation on Interacademical Education in Organizational 
Science).. Sioo's original mission was to bring science and business together by 
providingg a professional training in organizational science for academically educated 
economistss and engineers. In 1993 the abbreviation lost its literal meaning and 
Sioo'ss name officially changed into Sioo - Interuniversitair Centrum voor 
Ontwikkelingg op het terrein van Organisatie- en Veranderingkunde (Sioo -
Interuniversityy Center for Education on Organizational Science and Organizational 
Change).. Nowadays, Sioo's mission is to provide educational programs in which the 
themee 'direction of organizational and managerial processes' is central. Sioo's 
programss are meant for academically educated professionals and support the 
developmentt of professional competencies (Sioo40years98). Contrary to its starting 
yearss in which Sioo was State-aided, nowadays Sioo is completely responsible to 
generatee its own revenues on the market. Sioo's strategy is focused on continuation, 
nott on profit generation. 

Siooo sees itself as a meeting point for experts, practitioners, organizations and 
sciencee (BMCbrOO). These people have a reflective perspective on issues of 
organizationn and organizational change in common and they inspect theoretical 
insightss in the professional context. At Sioo, professionals learn to approach 
questionss of organization and organizational change from different perspectives 
(SiooGENbrOO).. They learn to inspect their own functioning and learn how to 
changee it. Sioo supports professionals in integration of new insights and methods in 
theirr own repertoire of acting and to apply these effectively in their working 
practice. . 

Siooo has a system of master degrees in which a master degree is granted to those 
peoplee who followed education on organizational science and organizational change 
onn a postgraduate level with a size of 1200 hours (SiooGENbrOO). Degrees are 
grantedd under supervision of an international advisory body. During the period of 
studyy this board consisted of the following people (SiooGENbrOO). 

 Prof. Dr. M. Buelens, Vlerick School voor Management, Universiteit Gent, 
Belgium. . 

 Prof. Dr. Y. Meny, Robert Schumann Center, European University Institute, 
Firenze,, Italy. 

 Prof. Dr. C.C. Snow, Pennsylvania State University, U.S.A. 
 Prof. Dr.W.A. Spivey, The Michigan Business School, U.S.A. 
 Prof. Dr. G.R. Ungson, University of Oregon, U.S.A. 

Sioo'ss turnover in 2000 was 4.2 million Euros. Twenty five percent of its 
turnoverr came from in-company programs and seventy five percent came from open 
programss (JaarrekOO). Sioo employed around 22 full time equivalents. 
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Sioo' ss  Front Offic e 

II  studied two service specification processes at Sioo: the application of individual 
professionalss for  open programs and the specification of in-company programs. 
Thesee specification processes are bound to the different programs Sioo offers. Sioo 
andd I agreed on studying the following programs. 

1.. The application of individual professionals for  open course programs is 
studiedd through the analysis of the service specification in the 
Beroepsopleidingg voor  Organisatie-adviseurs (BO - Professional Education 
forr  Consultancy) and in the Arbeids- &  Organisatiekunde voor  arbo-
dienstverleningg (A& O - Work &  Organization in Occupational Health Care 
Services).. Both programs will be described in some more detail in the 
sectionn on Sioo's services. 

2.. The specification of in-company programs is studied through the analysis of 
thee specification process of the Curatieve Arbeids- &  Organisatiekunde 
(CA& OO - Master  in Behavioral Interventions in Work and Organization) 
program,, the UviX innovation project and the Education Consultancy 
Professionalss (ECP) program for  BestConsult. Furthermore, some 
interviewss have been held to get a grip on in-company specification in 
generall  at Sioo. Throughout these interviews examples of in-company 
programm specification for  other  customers were mentioned like the programs 
forr  IConsulT and BigBank and the requirements analysis for  a service 
offeringg to BestCable. 

Besidess these service specification processes, I studied the development of a 
neww open program (new business development) to study the similarities with service 
specificationn for  in-company programs and to understand Sioo's program 
developmentt  in general. I agreed upon analyzing the design of the open ECM 
program,, which started its first  run in spring 2000 (KB3-00). 

Dataa Collectio n 

Too study these programs, the following information sources have been used during 
thee case study. 

 Documentation (see references at the end of this chapter): brochures, quarterly 
newsletters,, course documentation, correspondence with customers, 
examinationn files and a description of Sioo's history. 

 Literature : on course program design and organizational change written by 
Siooo staff (Bennebroek Gravenhorst and Boonstra, 1997; Boonstra 1994; 
Boonstra,, 1997; Boonstra et al., 1998; Boonstra, 2000; Smid, 1996; Smid, 
2001);;  literatur e referred to by Sioo staff (Argyris , 1996; Block, 2001; de 
Caluwee &  Vermaak, 1999; Guba &  Lincoln, 1989; Morgan, 1986; Nathans, 
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1999;; Schön, 1983; Schön, 1987; Storper & Salais, 1997) and research 
conductedd at Sioo (van Baaien, 1995; van Staveren, 2000). 

 Interviews: 13 interviews with staff members who were involved in the 
specificationn of the above-mentioned programs. 

 Observation: a design session for the ECM program has been observed as well 
ass the launching session of Sioo's research platform and one of the sessions of 
Sioo'ss ICT platform. 

 Systems: Sioo's relationship database has been analyzed during an interview 
withh Sioo's relationship manager. 

Sioo' ss  Service s 

Siooo provides open and in-company educational programs and several 
professionalizationn services, which are described in this section. I also describe 
Sioo'ss services by making an abstraction from the different programs and by 
describingg Sioo's services in terms of its competencies thought Gallouj and 
Weinstein'ss service system model. 

Program ss and Professionalizatio n Service s 
Fromm the start of the institute until 1976, Sioo offered just one program: the program 
Organisatiekundee (organizational science). The program Organisatiekunde changed 
itss name after 31 years into Beroepsopleiding Management Consultancy (BMC -
professionall  education management consultancy) in 1989 (KB3-00). Sioo 
diversifiedd its service offering from 1979. Nowadays, Sioo provides three kinds of 
services. . 

 Open programs: educational programs for which registration is open to all 
individualss who conform to the eligibility requirements of the course 
(SiooGENbrOO). . 

 In-company programs: programs for which registration is open to company 
employeess who conform to the eligibility requirements of the course 
(SiooGENbrOO). . 

 Professionalization services: professional counseling services, services for the 
designn of professionalization programs, seminars, workshops, conferences, 
symposiaa and research and development in the field of organizational change 
(PcbrOO,, SiooGENbrOO). 

Sioo'ss main open programs are the following programs. 

 Beroepsopleiding Management Consultancy (BMC - Professional Education 
Managementt Consultancy), targeting senior consultants and project 
managerss who are responsible for complex changes. These people need to 
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havee graduated at university, to have at least five years of working 
experiencee and to have two years experience with internal or external 
consultancyy (SiooGENbrOO). People who finish the BMC are granted with 
thee degree Master of Change Management, 
Leergangg Sturing van Veranderingen in Organisaties (SVO - Course 
Directionn of Change in Organizations), targeting members of the board of 
directors,, line managers, project managers, staff managers and advisors. 
Thesee people need to have seven years of working experience, with the last 
twoo years experience with independent steering and implementation of 
organizationall  change. The course requires a minimum age of 31 years and 
ann educational background on an academic level (SiooGENbrOO). 
Executivee Change Management (ECM), targeting members of the board of 
directors,, line managers and project managers who direct complex change 
processess that go beyond organizational borders. These people need to have 
aa broad working experience and are required to have followed the SVO 
programm or a similar program of 640 hours. Following both the SVO and 
ECMM program leads to the degree Master in Change Management 
(SiooGENbrOO). . 
Beroepsopleidingg voor Organisatie-adviseurs (BO - Professional Education 
forr Consultancy), targeting starting consultants with a background on an 
academicc level and at least one year experience. 
Arbeids-- & Organisatiekunde voor arbo-dienstverlening (A&O - Work & 
Organizationn in Occupational Health Care Services). The A& O targets those 
peoplee who occupy the position of work and organization expert at 
occupationall  health care service providers or those who have the ambition to 
doo so. Those who finish the A& O are granted with the degree Master in 
Workk & Organization in Occupational Health (SiooGENbrOO). 
Procesregiee in Universiteiten (PiU - Process Direction in Universities), 
targetingg directors of education, faculty directors, senior policy officials and 
academicc staff members with management or change responsibilities. 
Severall  shorter programs, like 

 Informatie/Communicatie Technologie & Organizatieverandering 
(ICT&OO - Information/Communication Technology and Organizational 
Change)) of 160 hours. 

 Interim Management & Organisatieverandering (IM& O - Interim 
Managementt and Organizational Change) of 160 hours. 

 Nieuwe Bestuurders in Universiteiten (NBU - New Managers in 
Universities). . 

Onee of Sioo's staff members (Boonstra, 2000) developed a model in which three 
typicall  organizational development problems are depicted with its associated change 
approachess and solutions (see figure 8.1). 
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approac h h 
interactingg and contextualizing 

methodologicall change 

BMCC / ECM ^ \ / y resbjlt fofcussed implementation 

routinee pVobljéms>i_ ^.tedhnica^l instrumental 

non-routinee probJé- suMCtural, cultural 

ambiguouss p r o b l e m ^ - - ^ s t r a t e 9 ' c a l communicative 

proble mm solutio n directio n 

Figuree 8.1: Relationship between problems, directions for solutions and change approaches 
andd Sioo's programs (Boonstra, 2000) 

Fourr of Sioo's main open programs on organizational development and change 
(BO,, SVO, ECM and BMC) are positioned in this model (SVObrOO). 

"The"The BO is first loop learning, filling the toolbox. The SVO is double loop 
learning,learning, discussing ones own routines and assumptions. The SVO is about 
plannedplanned change, about diagnosis, realization, barriers, interventions, 
keepingkeeping direction and measuring results. The ECM is about ambiguous, 
ratherrather vague problems, like for instance virtually organizing or questions on 
'raison'raison d' être'. It's about strategic questions and developments and deepens 
insightsinsights on ICT. Third loop learning as a start. In the BMC this is exactly the 
opposite."opposite." [EdV: the ECM starts with third loop learning and is preceded by 
thee SVO, which is based on double loop learning. The BMC starts with third 
loopp learning and flows into double loop learning]. 

Service ss and Competencie s 
Sioo'ss services can also be described by making an abstraction from the different 
programss and by describing Sioo's services in terms of its competencies through 
Galloujj  and Weinstein's service system model (figure 8.2). 

ProvidersProviders  Competencies  at Sioo 
Siooo staff explicitly recognized four core competencies: its relation network, its 
transformationn process, its competence to offer social psychological safety and its 
reputation. . 
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(CC1,CC2....CCk....CCq) ) 
clientclient competencies 

CLIENTT SIDE 

(PC1.PC22 PCk PCq) 
providerprovider competencies 

(01,02,, ...Ok...Oq) 
finalfinal outcome characteristics 

(PT1,PT2....PTk...PTq) ) 
providerprovider technology (tangible/intangible) 

PROVIDER(S)) SITE 

Figuree 8.2: Services as a system of competencies (Gallouj & Weinstein, 1997) 

RelationRelation Network 
Siooo sees itself as a platform for networking, as a meeting point for experts, 
practitioners,, organizations and science (BMCbrOO). Sioo's relation network 
consistss of relationships with companies, alumni, course members, teachers, 
scientists,, universities, professional associations (like the Orde van 
organisatiekundigenn en -adviseurs; Ooa - Order of organizational experts and 
advisors),, third parties like educational institutes (for instance NSPH, the 
Netherlandss School of Public Health) and research institutes (like NIA'TNO: 
Nederlandss Instituut Arbeidsomstandigheden / Nederlandse organisatie voor 
Toegepast-Natuurwetenschappelijkk Onderzoek - Dutch Institute Work Conditions / 
Netherlandss Organization for Applied Scientific Research). 

TransformationTransformation Process 
Sioo'ss transformation process consists of: 

•• Sioo's knowledge and experience in designing programs for 
professionalization. . 

•• Sioo's ability to perform these programs up to the highest standards in its 
industry. . 

•• Sioo's professional knowledge on course subjects. 
•• Sioo's knowledge about professional practice and professional associations 

andd their membership requirements. 
•• Sioo's knowledge about individual learning by professionals (personal 

professionall development). 

"Weaving"Weaving educational programs is our core competence. In educational 
programsprograms three elements should be balanced: professional knowledge, the 
personalpersonal professional development of a course member and professional 
practice.practice. " 
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"Our"Our core competence is our transformation process: getting people with a 
certaincertain level of professionalization to a higher level with our knowledge on 
theirtheir pace of learning and on how to provide social psychological hygiene." 

SocialSocial Psychological Safety 
Sioo'ss competence to offer social psychological safety is central to its proposition to 
offerr professionals opportunities for first, second and third order learning (Argyris, 
1996).. In second and third order learning professionals challenge their basic 
assumptionss about their organizations, their profession, their professional repertoire 
andd themselves by for instance continuous reflection in actions and post mortem 
reflectionn (Schön, 1983). This might lead to uncertainty for course members. Sioo 
offerss the social psychological safety to support course members to navigate to their 
nextt zone(s) of professional development by providing learning arrangements which 
aree for instance combinations of virtual rooms for experimentation (Schön, 1987), 
heterogeneouss course groups, consultation, coaching and learning management. 
Reputation Reputation 

Siooo has a well-known reputation on professionalization. As one of its new 
clientss for in-company programs responded to the question: "Why did you come to 
Sioo?" " 

"Well,"Well, if you want something with professionalization in the Netherlands, 
youyou come to Sioo. " 

ProviderProvider  Technology  at Sioo 
Sioo'ss provider technology mainly consist of methods and declarative knowledge 
andd is quite divers. Most of the material consists of professional knowledge on the 
subjectss of the courses and of techniques, cases, assignments and methods for 
personall  professional development. In the BO (BomatOO), for instance, course 
materiall  consists of literature, lectures, (role) games, cases, teaching guides, 
consultationn methods (CONmethOO), descriptions of course days, assignments and 
homeworkk assignments. Furthermore Sioo's technology consists of its relationship 
database,, its codification of program designs, program evaluations, proposals, 
documentationn on internal meetings and meetings with customers and codified 
methodss for program design, like for instance Smid (2001). 

ClientClient  Competencies 
Makingg professionalization questions explicit, being actively engaged in ones own 
coursee of personal professionalization and being able to set conditions in the work 
environmentt to support further professionalism, are client competencies which Sioo 
anticipatess for at enrollment and during programs. During enrollment, aspirant 
coursee members are challenged to explicit their own professionalization questions in 
orderr to asses whether their level of professionalization is appropriate and to forecast 
theirr developments. Furthermore, Sioo's customers need to show their eligibility for 
thee program (A&ObrOO, CA&ObrOO, BObrOO, BMCbrOO, ECMbrOO, SVObrOO), for 
instancee in terms of their curriculum vitae, availability of time, appropriateness of 
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theirr  current job or  availability of organizational change projects to reflect on in 
coursee settings. 

OutcomeOutcome  Characteristics 
Sioo'ss programs have multipl e outcomes. 

•• Personal professional development of course members. 
•• Contribution to organizational development at the professional's organization 

andd in the broader organizational field. 
•• Professional development at the side of teachers, coaches and Sioo staff. 
•• Enhancement of Sioo's competencies, like experience with several 

educationall arrangements for first, second and third order learning for 
differentt target groups. 

•• Research questions on organizational development and change. 

Sioo' ss  Marke t 

Siooo focuses on a market of high-educated professionals who deal with 
organizationall development and change processes. These professionals are mainly 
educatedd on an academic level in different fields, ranging from business 
administrationn or engineering to occupational health care services, psychology or 
medicine.. They have a working experience for at least three years. Programs like BO 
andd BMC are primary targeted towards the consultancy market. The SVO and ECM 
programm target non-consultancy professionals which deal with organizational change 
processes,, like for instance strategists, managers or project and program managers 
(ECMbrOO,, SVObrOO). Another market Sioo serves (through its PiU program) are 
professionalss who deal with organizational change processes in universities and 
HBO's.. The A&O program is targeted towards occupational health care 
professionalss who have to develop their knowledge and skills in the field of 
organizationall change. 

Thee most recent market extension is towards in-company programs. The markets 
targetedd to are reflected by Sioo's recently adopted in-company services teams. 

"We"We formed several in-company teams: government, the ICT industry, the 
healthhealth care industry, consultancy and the financial industry. We approach 
thesethese markets proactively." 

Duringg the period of the case study, Sioo's market was restricted to the Dutch 
market,, although their intention was to migrate to an international market. 

Siooo operates in a business-to-employee / business-to-business hybrid market. 
Siooo is in the business to employee market in the first place. Their course members 
aree always the prime customers of their educational services. These are the ones who 
wantt to professionalize themselves. The starting point of their services, as is 
expressedd by their course intake procedures and their eligibility assessment, is 
definedd in terms of this prime customer group. The same accounts for the definition 
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off  the outcome of their  services, as is expressed in the aspiration profil e for  course 
memberss and the end terms of courses. 

Inn their  in-company services there is another  customer as well: the company for 
whichh the professionalization program is performed. In this case Sioo operates in a 
business-to-businesss market as well. 

Thee complexity of their  market relationships is expressed in Smid (2001). He 
differentiatess between customers, sponsors, rulers and consumers (see table 8.1). In 
thee case of Sioo's in-company programs, course members are consumers and their 
employerss are sponsors. Employers and professional associations might play the role 
off  rulers. In open course settings Sioo receive course members in the role of 
customerss as well as in the role of consumers (who have their  employer  as sponsor). 

Sioo' ss  Basi c Organizationa l Structur e 

Thee Rector  is operationally responsible and reports to the board. Sioo's program 
staff,, which is under  direct responsibility of the Rector, is responsible for  the 
differentt  programs. Several Dutch and Belgian institutions participate in Sioo's 
board::  Universiteit van Amsterdam; Nijenrode University; Technische Universiteit 
Delft;;  Technische Universiteit Eindhoven; Universiteit Twente; Universiteit Leiden; 
Erasmuss Universiteit Rotterdam; Universiteit Utrecht; Landbouwuniversiteit 
Wageningen;;  Vlerick School voor  Management and Stichting De Baak, 
Managementt  Center  VNO-NCW (Verbond van Nederlandse Ondernemingen -
Nederlandss Christelij k Werkgeversverbond - Confederation of Netherlands Industry 
andd Employers) (BMCbrOO). 

Siooo staff performs several roles in their  educational programs. 

•• The program manager is responsible for the program and the design of the 
program. . 

•• The project manager organizes the program. 
•• The learning manager supervises the group of course members throughout the 

completee program run (at highest two years). There might be several groups 
followingg the same program in different runs, resulting in several learning 
managers.. The learning manager is responsible for the learning process of the 
groupp and its individual members. 

•• The program secretary, responsible for all secretarial services for a program. 
•• Teachers and coaches, contributing to different parts of the program. 

NonNon participating 
Participating Participating 

Paying Paying 
Sponsor r 

Customer r 

NonNon paying 
Ruler r 

Consumer r 

Tablee 8.1: Roles in Sioo's market relations (Smid, 2001) 
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Sioo'ss program staff performs different roles in different programs. It is not 
uncommonn for a staff member to mix roles as program manager, learning manager, 
teacherr or coach, nor is it uncommon to switch between programs. One of Sioo's 
stafff  plays an extraordinary role: the coordinator of in-company programs. 

"In"In  1996 we decided that we needed a coordinator for in-company 
initiatives.initiatives. I did the intakes, designed the programs and searched for people 
toto run the program or I looked for a colleague to join me in the early phase 
ofof customer contact and left when 1 thought that everything went well." 

Sioo'ss program staff consists of employees who have a long track record on 
educationn to professionals. Many of them are PhD's or occupy a professorship at 
universities.. The same accounts for many of their teachers and coaches. The 
majorityy of teachers and coaches are employed at other institutions or companies, 
likee universities, research institutes, educational institutes or consultancy firms. 
Sioo'ss network of teachers is about 150 people large. 

Fron tt  Offic e fo r Open Program s 

Attractin gg and Informin g Customer s 
Sioo'ss most important marketing instrument for open course programs is word-of-
mouthh communication. 

"80%"80% is at the intercession of current course members, alumni or principals. 
AlumniAlumni of the BMC refer junior consultants to the BO in their role as 
principal." principal." 

Forr this reason Sioo maintains its network very well by providing the members 
off  the network with: quarterly newsletters (KB 1-99), congresses (KB3-01), state of 
thee art seminars (KB 1-99), workshops (KB2-01), information sessions (KB2-01), 
platformm sessions (KB 1-01), brochures and several kinds of coproduction and 
codesignn opportunities, like memberships in program evaluation teams, membership 
inn program developments teams, teachingships, opportunities for providing project 
assignmentss within courses, consultation of principals in course evaluation and 
researchh opportunities. 

Besidess word-of-mouth communication, seminars and workshops, Sioo 
communicatess its service offering through a varied set of brochures. Its total service 
offeringg is communicated through the general brochure (SiooGENbrOO) and for 
everyy program a specific brochure is available (A&ObrOO, CA&ObrOO, BObrOO, 
BMCbrOO,, ECMbrOO, SVObrOO). To provide some additional incentives in the 
market,, Sioo's service offering is communicated in catalogues on MBA's and 
businesss education (Mguide2002) and by a restricted amount of advertisements in 
professionall  journals targeting aspirant course members and principals who are in 
thee position to advise professionals to attend Sioo programs. 
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"Every"Every application for information is answered with a brochure on the 
requestedrequested service, the general brochure and Sioo 's last quarterly newsletter. 
TheThe general brochure is provided to reroute the customer's service request 
toto the most appropriate service offering / course program. " 

Sioo'ss system for master degrees provides an additional instrument to attract 
customers.. Only two third of the complete course credits need to be scored at Sioo 
(SiooGENbrOO),, making it attractive to finish a masters degree with Sioo's program 
offerings.. Obviously, externally scored credits need to be accepted at Sioo. 
Furthermore,, Sioo's system for master's degrees is modular in its design, making it 
attractivee for professionals to spread their educational efforts over several years by 
staplingg courses. 

"The"The modular design of Sioo's system of master degrees binds customers to 
Sioo.Sioo. Credits scored in in-company programs provided by Sioo are fully 
recognizedrecognized within Sioo's system of master degrees. " 

Servic ee Specificatio n for Open Program s 
Forr open course programs, generally the specification process consists of three 
elements:: the application form, the specification of the course member's personal 
learningg path and the eligibility assessment. 

ApplicationApplication  Form 
Applicationn forms are quite standard at Sioo and consists of the following 
informationn which is entered into Sioo's relationship database. 

•• Personal data (name, address, telephone numbers, titles, birth date, gender) 
(A&ObrOO,, BObrOO, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO). 

•• Company data (name, address, telephone numbers, email) (A&ObrOO, 
BObrOO,, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO). 

•• Educational background (A&ObrOO, BObrOO, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO). 
•• Practitioner's experience (functions and organizations) (A&ObrOO, BObrOO, 

ECMbrOO,, CA&ObrOO) and in the case of A&O and CA&O a more specific 
indicationn of the working field of the applicant (A&ObrOO, CA&ObrOO). 

•• Publications (BObrOO, ECMbrOO). 
•• Short description of the applicant's learning requirements / obtained results 

(A&ObrOO,, CA&ObrOO). 
•• An indication on how the applicant became acknowledged with the program 

(A&ObrOO,, BObrOO, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO). 
•• Data for the invoice (the applicant's data or the company's data and contact 

person)) (A&ObrOO, BObrOO, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO). 
•• An invitation to write an essay to be used for eligibility assessment is part of 

thee application. In general the applicant is invited to write about his function, 
hiss organization, his assignments and his experience. The size and the exact 
requirementss of the essay depend on the kind of program. On one end of the 
spectrum,, for the BO, just an essay of two pages on the applicant's function, 
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organization,, experience and learning requirements (BobrOO) is requested. On 
thee other extreme of the spectrum is the ECM, requiring a complete 
methodologicall  handbook of maximum 12 pages, which is based on a former 
program,, the SVO (ECMbrOO). An example of essay requirements is shown in 
frameworkframework 8.1. 

•• Signatures (A&ObrOO, BObrOO, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO). 

PersonalPersonal  Learning  Path 

"Characteristic"Characteristic for Sioo programs is the centrality of individual learning 
questions,questions, these questions are directive and accentuate. " 

Applicantss are invited to explicate their individual learning questions in preparation 
forr the eligibility assessment (as part of the application). During the assessment 
thesee learning questions might evolve. Further evolvement of individual learning 
questionss is highly stimulated throughout the programs through various 
arrangements.. Course members are invited to bring in their own questions, practical 
experiencee and projects in seminars, workshops, consultation groups, reflections, 
jointt projects, learning contracts and logbooks. The centrality of individual learning 
pathss is reflected in the examination requirements as well. Part of the examination 
requirementss are reflections on learning questions and learning contracts and 
explicationn of current learning questions / forthcoming professionalization efforts. 
Thiss is shown in framework 8.2 in which fragments of the examination requirements 
off the BMC program are shown. These requirements were used as a reference for the 
endd terms of the ECM (because both programs graduate in the Masters of Change 
Management,, but have different target groups). 

EligibilityEligibility  Assessment 
Inn general eligibility is assessed through a conversation of about one hour with the 
coursee applicant in which mutual requirements are addressed and in which is 
assessedd whether enough results can be expected from the program for the applicant 
(A&ObrOO,, BObrOO, ECMbrOO, CA&ObrOO). 

AA piece of work of maximum 5 pages, which provides information on: 
•• Your work (organization, position, kinds of assignments). 
•• Your projects (short description of the projects you're involved in, the 

subjectss of the projects (absenteeism policy, work and organization and 
occupationall health care) and your role (managerial policy making, 
operational). . 

•• Your experience (What were your developments in your work and 
approach?? What are your personal points of learning and questions). 

•• Your motivation for your application for the program (alignment of the 
programm and your work, experiences and learning requirements). 

•• Your questions regarding this brochure. 

Frameworkk 8.1: Essay requirements for A&O (A&ObrOO) 
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Inn the BMC, end terms are categorized into three categories (BMCendOO): 
'professionall  development', 'change managers professional competencies' and 
'practicee and project' (referring to the project which is done in the context of 
thee program). Part of the 'professional development' category is the end term 
'thee management of learning questions', which means being able to do the 
following. . 
•• To formulate learning questions. 
•• To reflect on learning questions. 
•• To complete learning questions professionally. 
•• To think over new roles and behavior. 
•• To recognize new learning questions as a professional. 

Frameworkk 8.2: Centrality of individual learning in BMC's examination requirements 

Siooo also assesses whether the aspirant course member has the potential to 
contributee to the course group and thereby to the program. An important element of 
Sioo'ss offering is pluralism in perspectives. This pluralism comes from the 
participationn of course members and teachers with different perspectives, learning 
questionss and experiences. 

Typee of Fron t Offic e for Open Progra m Specification : Field and Insid e 
Servic e e 
II typify the front office for the specification of open programs at Sioo as a 'field and 
insidee service' (see table 8.2). In the next sections, I discuss the degree of 
customizationn and the relation, product and process information. 

Tablee 8.2: Sioo's front office type for open program specification: field and inside service 
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DegreeDegree  of  Customization  in  Open Programs 
Thee degree of customization in open programs is customized standardization. The 
programss are customizable to the needs of individual course members from 
applicationn and eligibility assessment on throughout the complete program within 
thee degrees of freedom designed for in the program. These degrees of freedom vary 
overr programs and are determined by the chosen educational components 
(assessments,, consultation, assignments, etc). Furthermore the system of master 
degreess is modular. 

DegreesDegrees of Freedom for Individual Learning Paths 
Centrall  to the educational arrangements provided in Sioo's open programs are the 
connectionss made between the work of the course members and the course themes. 
Thee course member's individual learning questions and the projects they are 
involvedd in are central to their navigation through the program. Course members are 
motivatedd to develop their individual learning questions throughout the complete 
programm and even beyond the program, starting at the application for the program. 
Manyy of the didactical concepts behind the programs are meant to provide an 
educationall  space for working on individual learning questions, to reflect on course 
memberss practice and to practice new competencies. These didactical concepts 
alloww for program adjustment. 

Forr this reason Sioo's open programs can't be viewed as standard programs. 
Everyy program run is different because course members bring in different questions, 
backgroundss and projects and Sioo's educational arrangement allows for adjustment 
too individual and group needs. Many of the program elements (like reflection, 
consultation,, exercises, learning contracts, field projects, assignments, assessments, 
workshops,, etc.) allow for customization of the program to the professionalization 
needss of individual course members. Although the programs are roughly designed in 
advance,, its actual run is mass customized to the course members and by the course 
members. . 

"It's"It's customization within a framework. " 

Customizationn starts at the application and eligibility assessment and continues 
duringg the run of the program (run time customization). The degrees of freedom for 
runn time customization differ over the programs. In the BO program these degrees 
aree quite restricted. 

"The"The opportunities to change the program on the run are restricted, the 
programprogram is quite filled, the running case which is the continuous thread must 
gogo on, but conversations, discussions, reflections and consultation are 
demanddemand driven." 

Customizationn within the BO program is more a matter of allowing course 
memberss to choose modules out of a range of 14 after they finished the BO core 
program.. The offering of the BO program consists of the core program including 
consultationn and three modules of choice, but the BO core program and the 14 
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moduless are also offered separately (BobrOO). Many of these modules run two times 
aa year, are organized together with the Baak and are open for non-BO members at 
well. . 

Programss like BMC and ECM offer considerable degrees of freedom for 
customizationn and are deliberately designed to do so. Both programs, for instance, 
providee theme projects to encourage course members to work on an organizational 
developmentt or change theme of their own choice and in both programs course 
memberss are assigned a field project in an organization external to their own one's 
too practice strategic change interventions, which are reflected on and discussed 
withinn several of the program seminars. The theme project and field project are 
centrall  to these programs and cover quite a large part of the total coursework 
(BMCbrOO,, BMCmatOO, ECMbrOO). The individual learning path in the A& O 
programm is exhibited in framework 8.3. 

Takenn from a program design perspective, Sioo uses educational components, 
whichwhich have modular characteristics, like didactical concepts, course themes and 
coursee material. These are recurrently deployed in different programs (see appendix 
D). . 

"We"We have design parameters for professionalization programs. " 

Figuree 8.3 depicts the several didactical concepts and the way these are used in a 
generall  abstract picture. Almost all of the concepts mentioned in appendix D are 
depictedd in the figure as well. The general picture is derived from the course design 
picturess included in Appendix E. At the end presentation of the case study for Sioo 
staff,, figure 8.3 was perceived as a mirror. Reflections on this mirror ranged from 
questioningg Sioo's innovativeness to satisfaction on the fact that course design 
repertoiree was shared by Sioo staff, thus being a shared competence. Although these 
didacticall  concepts are recognizable in Sioo's programs and several are codified in 
Smidd (2001) as well, this doesn't mean that Sioo's program design competence is 
imitable.. As one of Sioo's new staff members responded: 

"I"I  always say ironically: I'm still settling in on my job, although I'm already 
workingworking at Sioo for two years. A program runs for two years... before I have 
experiencedexperienced the complete cycle, two years passed and in the mean time two 
otherother program runs started. " 

[EdV:: How does individual learning takes place within the A&O program?] 
"Through"Through six individual assignments. 
1.1. Intake on the basis of an essay. 
2.2. An individual conversation about learning goals and learning contract 

afterafter three months (based on the essay). 
3.3. Reflection on learning experiences and learning goals after six months. 
4.4. Construction of a new learning contract and discussion on the master 

thesisthesis (is the subject of the thesis congruent with the learning goals?). 
5.5. Reflections on assignments (first, second and third order reflections). 
6.6. Preparation of a learners report for the examination." 

Frameworkk 8.3: Individual learning in the A&O program 
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Figuree 8.3: Recurrent didactical concepts (M = mentoring; A = assessment) 

Itt is beyond the scope of this thesis to explain how Sioo uses the didactical 
conceptss depicted in Figure 8.3. To get an idea, I refer to Smid (2001). 

ModularModular System of Master Degrees 
Onn a meta course level, Sioo provides customized standardization by its modular 
systemm of Master degrees (SiooGENbrOO). The SVO and ECM program together 
graduatee for the Master of Change Management, both programs targeting 
professionalss who practice change management inside their own companies 
(SVObrOO,, ECMbrOO). The same Master degree is granted to professionals who 
finishh the BMC program, a program targeting consultants and thus professionals 
whoo practice change management in their client's companies (BMCbrOO). For 
shorterr programs, Sioo grants credit points, for instance 3 points for the BO core 
programm (BobrOO) and 16 points for the SVO program (SVObrOO). 

RelationRelation  Information 
Sioo'ss relation information is reflected by its relationship database with about 
10,0000 records, which is filled from the application form. The database provides the 
abilityy to store specific (textual) information in open fields. This opportunity is littl e 
used. . 

Duringg service specification learning managers and program managers have a 
customerr profile available consisting of the information of the application form / 
relationshipp database and the initial individual learning requirements (based on the 
essay).. The relation information is shown in Table 8.3. 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B to C 

Zipp code 
Region n 

Geographic Geographic 

Tablee 8.3: Sioo's relation information for open program specification 
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Climate e 
Density y 

Demographic Demographic 
Age e 
Gender r 
Familyy size 
Familyy life cycle 
Income e 
Profession n 
Education n 
Sociall class 

X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 

Psychographics Psychographics 
Habits s 
Attitudes s 
Interests s 
Hobby's s 
Mediaa behavior 
Buyingg intention 
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in B to B 
Businesss characteristics 
Sectorr (sector code) 
Establishments s 
Amountt of employees 
Buyingg pattern (of Sioo's programs) 
Activitiess and processes 
Productss and services 
Organizationall structure 
Legislatoryy status 
Financiall indicators 
Endd markets 
Usagee rate 
Size e 
FunctionsFunctions of potential principals 

X X 

X X 

X X 
CustomerCustomer profile 

CustomerCustomer identification 
Companyy name 
Name e 
Title e 
Address s 
Domicile e 
Telephonee number 
Fax x 
E-mail l 
Customerr id. 
Accountt nr. 
Rolee / function 
NameName and function of the subscriber 
Paymentt method and data (bank number, credit card number, etc.) 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

StatusStatus of the relationship 
Suspect t 
Prospect t 
Lead d 
Qualifiedd lead 
Customer r 

X X 
X X 

X X 

Tablee 8.3: Continued 
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CharacteristicsCharacteristics  of  the relationship 
Typee of customer (VIP, VAR, large account, etc.) 
Active// passive 
Frequentt complainer 
'Doo not promote' 
EmployedEmployed  1 non  employed 

X X 

X X 
StateState  of  commercial  process  1 sales  cycle 

Reactionn on campaigns 
Applicationn for information 
Proposals s 
Triall purchases 
Runnin gg order s {programs  attended  to) 
Typee of purchasing decision (new task, modified rebuy, straight rebuy) 
Payments s 
Scotsman-analysi ss  {time  between brochure  and program  application) 

X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 

X X 
ContactContact  management information 

Contactt persons 
Decision-makingg unit structure 
Relationn matrix 
Structuree of purchasing process 
Contac tt  histor y {points  of  contact/media  and moments) 
Agreementss / appointments made 
To-do-list t 
Partt of campaigns 
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received 
Afterr sales service-applications 
Origi nn of the custome r {recommendation  by third  parties) 
Complaints s 
Media/channell preferences 

X X 
+/--

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 

NeedsNeeds  - possession  information 
Installe dd base / buyin g patter n {finished  programs  and amount  of  credits  scored) 
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services 
Needss profil e {interest  in  master  degrees,  educational  plan,  learning  requirements, 
eligibilityeligibility  essay) 
Affinityy score 
Publications Publications 
Practitioner'sPractitioner's  experience 
EmploymentEmployment  history 
Projects Projects 

X X 

X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

DevelopmentDevelopment  of  the relationship 
CommercialCommercial  value  (economic  indicators) 

Positionn in the relationship lifecycle 
Customerr life-time value 
Recency y 
Frequency y 
Monetaryy value 
Cross-selling-ratio o 
Retentionn ratio 
Relationn duration 
Degreee of customer acquisition 
Sharee of use 
Sharee of spend 
Potentiall spend index 

X X 

X X 

RelationshipRelationship  experience  (psychological  indicators) 
Switchingg cost 
Trust t 

Tablee 8.3: Continued 
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Commitment t 
Satisfaction n 
Attractivity y 
Longg term expectations 

OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership 
Actorr analysis (commitment, motivations, competencies, priorities, etc) 
Decision-makingg processes 
Strategicc developments /importance on the customer side 
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers 
Cooperationn intention 
Compatibilityy (strategic, organizational, technological, cultural) 
Partnerss reputation 

Tablee 8.3: Continued 

PoductPoduct  Information 
Productt information like program themes, used didactical concepts, the 
compatibilityy of these concepts, the modular design of programs, the degrees of 
freedomm for customization and the modular design of Sioo's system for master 
degreess is not formalized in an ICT driven information system. But the people who 
aree central to the specification process, those who are analyzing application forms 
andd essays, who are holding the eligibility meetings and who are dealing with 
individuall  learning questions (generally the program and learning managers) are 
wellwell aware of this information and knowledge because they are the ones who design, 
redesignn and adjust programs. 

"I'm"I'm program manager of this program and responsible for its design, 
content,content, teachers, influx and outflow." 

"Program"Program managers and learning managers often have contact on program 
runsruns and over program runs." 

Informationn on the price structure of programs and on the programs itself is 
availablee to Sioo staff. 

"One"One of our knowledge management tools is the cupboard with all the 
programprogram budgets and programs." 

Furthermore,, the essentials of information on Sioo's open programs are 
communicatedcommunicated through Sioo's brochures and application forms (the program 
schemess in Appendix E for example are communicated through Sioo's brochures). 

ProcessProcess  Information 
Sioo'ss process information is on available program run capacity (open places for a 
programm run). For instance, at the beginning of the period of study, Sioo's BO 
programm was in an episode in which the amount of applicants exceeded the amount 
off  available places in the program, although the program was run already ten times a 
year.. During this episode Sioo used a queuing list of applicants on which every 
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applicantt  temporary was assigned an option for  one of the futur e program runs, 
whichh was turned into a definitive placement after  some months. 

Furthermore,, Sioo plans its programs in advance. In general, all dates of 
programm seminars are fixed in advance and teaching, coaching, learning 
management,, project management, program management and hospitality capacity is 
available;;  given the normal fluctuation in availabilit y of resources for  a program 
withh a run time of two years and given the fact that programs are deliberately 
designedd for  flexibility.  Starting dates of programs, dates of congresses, state of the 
artt  seminars, workshops, information sessions and platform sessions are available in 
advancee and are communicated on the last page of every quarterly newsletter  (see 
forr  instance KB3-01). The seminar  dates of the programs are generally fixed in 
advancee although within the programs some flexibilit y is allowed, for  instance when 
itt  comes to consultation meetings. Communication of start dates, end dates and 
seminarr  dates in brochures is somewhat differentiated. For  the BMC, SVO, and 
ECMM  all dates are communicated (BMCbrOO, SVObrOO, ECMbrOO), for  A& O en 
CA& OO no dates are communicated (A&ObrOO , CA&ObrOO ) in the brochure. The 
CA& OO never  started and for  the A& O all dates are communicated through the 
coursee material (A&Ocm98). For  the BO all dates of ten core program runs are 
communicatedd in the brochure, the dates for  the choice modules within the BO are 
communicatedd during the BO core program (BobrOO). 

Effectivenes ss of the Fron t Offic e 
II  haven't got any indications on ineffectiveness of the front  office due to insufficient 
information . . 

Fron tt  Offic e for ln-compan y Program s 

Thee specification of every in-company program at Sioo has its own story and at the 
samee time some episodes are congruent with other  stories. Before I focus on the 
similarities,, I tell the story of an open program which evolved in a pure customized 
in-companyy innovation program, to get an idea on the service specification of in-
companyy programs at Sioo. 

Fromm the Open A&O Progra m to an In-compan y Innovatio n Projec t 
Inn 1994 Sioo and Nia / TNO started the A& O program, a program on work and 
organizationall  knowledge for  occupational health care services. They based the need 
forr  such an educational program on a publication in the Staatsblad (law gazette) of 
Decemberr  28th 1993. The program was motivated by the changing Dutch legislation 
onn work conditions through which employers became responsible for  the 
managementt  of work conditions and thereby occupational health care service 
becamee an integral part of human resource management (Sioo40years98). 

Basedd on the knowledge built in the A& O program and initiated by a re-
integrationn company in the private health care sector, PsyHealth, Sioo started (at the 
beginningg of 1999) to conceptualize a Postacademische opleiding Curatieve 
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Arbeids-- & Organisatiekunde (CA&O - Master in Behavioral Interventions in Work 
andd Organization) (KB 1-99). The development of this program should be seen in the 
lightt of the changing Dutch legislation on the re-integration of il l and disabled 
peoplee (see Appendix B). PsyHealth reintegrates il l and occupational disabled 
employeess by diagnosing and treating work related psychological problems through 
cognitivee behavioral therapy. Furthermore the company provides prevention and 
interventionn services to improve the quality of the work situation in order to prevent 
thee work system from 'producing' work related psychological illness (PsyHealthOl). 
Theirr services are procured by occupational health care service companies whose 
servicess are insourced by HRM departments of employers to monitor the re-
integrationn of il l and disabled employees. 

"PsyHealth"PsyHealth employs about a hundred young psychologists. PsyHealth's 
diagnosisdiagnosis was that their employees needed more knowledge and skills on 
organizationalorganizational development and change to become a discussion partner of 
thethe management of their customers. " 

Rightt from the start Sioo saw the problem as a general one. They estimated 
(KBB 1-99) that a third of the applicants for occupational disability benefits in the 
Netherlandss and about 25% percent of absenteeism due to illness is due to 
psychologicall  problems like stress, burn out, labor disputes, etc, or psycho-somatic 
problemss like pain in the lower back. Sioo approached several parties in the Dutch 
healthh care arena, like the UVI's, public psychological health care (Riags), re-
integrationn companies and occupational health care services, to find out their 
requirementss for and interest in the CA&O program. This resulted in a quite broad 
sett of requirements, so they decided to develop a modular based CA&O program 
togetherr with PsyHealth. Despite the modular design of the program, Sioo faced a 
smalll  interest from the general market for the open program at the end of 1999. This 
ledd to the decision to postpone the start of the program. 

Meanwhilee one of the UVI's, UviX, had shown interest in an in-company 
variantvariant of the modular program to develop their commercial re-integration venture 
'UviXX Re-integration'. 

"The"The next months we have to decide how to progress with the open program 
andand we have to develop a program for UviX Re-integration. The spin off 
mightmight be an open program for re-integration companies or modules for an 
in-companyin-company program. We will  see what exactly will  be the spin off For UviX 
Re-integrationRe-integration this professionalization program is at the core of their 
strategy.strategy. Professionalization and setting the standard on professionalization 
isis part of their strategy. Their growth strategy is ambiguous. They want to 
becomebecome a major player in the market. The program will  be a UviX/Sioo 
comakership.comakership. Their hiring strategy will  be aligned with our eligibility 
assessment.assessment. Their work experience will  be synchronized with their education 
duringduring a period of three years. Eventually UviX will  deliver teachers for the 
programprogram as well. They like to start in August 2000. Sioo doesn't have 
referencereference data on the throughput time of such program design. We have to 
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developdevelop aspiration profiles and a rough design of the program within 5 to 6 
months.months. We have to decide on the seminars, the relation between our input, 
thethe input of the course members and the consultation, the relation between 
thethe building of professional knowledge, personal professionalization and 
practicalpractical experience, etc. We can deploy our network of teachers of the A&O 
programprogram for the CA&O program. The CA&O program will be build conform 
thethe inverse T-model like the A&O program. But how the program will  look 
like,like, will  be the outcome of the specification process of the next months. " 

Att the beginning of the year 2000 the Dutch government decided to stop the 
privatizationn process of the UVTs. UviX decided to stop their commercial ventures, 
likee UviX Re-integration. 

"The"The manager of UviX Re-integration has become director of UviX 
InnovationInnovation and is still interested in an in-company program. Sioo asked 
UviXUviX what they wanted. The assessment of disability benefits applications 
hadhad become too reactive and too comparative. It doesn 't work anymore in 
thethe vision of the Dutch government and according to the new SUWI-act. 
UVI'sUVI's need to monitor and consult organizations, which produce an above 
averageaverage amount of disabled employees. UviX envisioned a new structure in 
whichwhich re-integration teams (couples of doctors and labor experts) advise 
20002000 companies with the highest level of disability fall out. UviX already 
wrotewrote a report on what the teams needed to do. The board of directors 
wantedwanted to start with 9 pilot teams who should participate in a Sioo program. 
OurOur reaction was that this was an exiting idea. Politics were changing in the 
NetherlandsNetherlands and the doctors and labor experts seem to have a too 
instrumentalinstrumental vision on their job giving the changing social security 
landscape.landscape. Sioo made UviX an offer and a contract was signed. During the 
summersummer of 2000 UviX would select teams. Three weeks later Sioo had 40 
applicants.applicants. When we found out who their principles were, Sioo said "we 
don'tdon't do it, the agreement was to start with just 18 people". Things went 
wrongwrong at UviX. They had sent the letter to all their doctors and labor 
experts.experts. Many of them weren 't a team, weren 't part of the pilot and the 
professionalprofessional association of occupational health doctors intervened." 

"In"In  September we started talking again. We said: "Forget the contract 
becausebecause we're in a new situation. " The aspiration profile for the program 
hadhad become troubled. We offered three alternatives, out of which the action 
researchresearch alternative was chosen by the board of directors of UviX. " 

"The"The professionalization program was conceptualized as an action research 
programprogram in which the participants had to search for 5 to 6 innovative, non-
instrumentalinstrumental interventions in disability producing social systems. They had 
toto look for interventions outside the UviX company. We want to prevent the 
programprogram participants from getting into a consumption mode. Instead we 
offeroffer them workshops to work on their problem. The central theme of the 
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programprogram is: reduction of disability applicants. We no longer call it an 
educationaleducational program but an innovation project. Depending on the action 
researchresearch process, Sioo will  provide support. We expect many reactions 
withinwithin UviX on the process and outcomes of the program. How will  the 
programprogram participants deal with these reactions? They have to design new 
approachesapproaches to the problem. These approaches might fail. They have to 
documentdocument everything: how they designed their approach, which topics they 
discussed,discussed, which criteria they used and which effects their implementation 
had.had. Implementation of the approach is a requirement in the program." 

"In"In  the vision of UviX, the program was a cornerstone in their strategy to 
survive.survive. The director of UviX Innovations increasingly saw the project as 
strategicstrategic to UviX. UviX wanted to start the next month. This was too early 
forfor Sioo. We didn 't had a good team already to start with, although we have 
peoplepeople in our network who have experience with action research and one of 
themthem is willing to participate as coach of the coaches. A second reason not 
toto start the next month is that we have to manage the expectations of the 
programprogram participants and we have to asses the eligibility of applicants to see 
whetherwhether they have potential to migrate from the instrumental triangle in 
Boonstra'sBoonstra's model [EdV: see figure 8.1] to dealing with non-routine or 
ambiguousambiguous problems." 

"I"I  wouldn't have designed the program as an action research program 
withoutwithout /mowing experts in Sioo's network on action research. From the 
beginningbeginning it was clear to us that we had to open and redefine the disability 
problem.problem. When I approached one of our teachers, he said, "Then you have 
toto redefine your educational approach as well. There isn 't much to learn 
them...youthem...you need to choose for an action research/action learning 
approach." approach." 
"To"To control the social dynamics resulting from the program in the UviX 
organization,organization, we had to define our relationship with UviX clearly. We need a 
broadbroad commitment for the program in the board of directors and in the 
groupgroup of region managers because not all teams fall under the responsibility 
ofof one region manager and because the program participants might come up 
withwith ideas and interventions, which are not under complete control of their 
regionregion manager. We ashed UviX for two signatures of the invitation letter for 
thethe program: one by the director of UviX Innovation and one by the director 
ofof UviX Operations, who is in the end responsible for the performance of the 
participants.participants. The director of UviX operations contributed fruitfully to the 
startstart meeting that we organized." 

"We"We organized a start meeting with about 40 interested doctors and labor 
experts.experts. To get them used to the idea of action research we didn't organize 
anyany lectures, but asked them to the come up with questions to Sioo staff and 
UviXUviX directors. In the week after this meeting we did 17 eligibility 
meetings." meetings." 
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"We"We started the program with 14 people. The group is coached by three 
coaches,coaches, two Sioo staff and one coach out of our network. The coaches 
themselvesthemselves are coached by an action research specialist out of Sioo's 
networknetwork We structured the first workshop and the first day of the second 
workshop...fromworkshop...from that moment on we left them on their own, waiting for them 
toto come up with questions. Now the project is theirs, they know their 
principalprincipal and we are on the sideline. They can consult us if anything 
happenshappens beyond their expectations. We planned our third workshop last 
week,week, for the first time with the participation of two program members. We 
havehave generated some ideas to consult experts from outside the program out 
ofof Sioo's network, but the idea is that the coaches will  do the most. There are 
anotheranother five workshops to come and they will  finish the program with a 
conferenceconference in September 2001. The theme of the program is still the same as 
thethe theme of the open CA&O program. " 

Thee above-mentioned story shows the specification of a pure customized 
solution,, an action learning based innovation program, aligned to the client's 
strategyy and designed in cooperation with the client (in the beginning of the story 
PsyHealth,, at the end UviX). Opportunities for partnership are sought throughout 
thee specification process (collaboration with PsyHealth; a comakership with UviX-
Reintegration;; settlement of research conditions with UviX focused on 
continuation).. The program is designed based on knowledge of the A& O and CA&O 
field,, knowledge on organization and organizational change, knowledge on 
professionalization,, knowledge on professional associations and knowledge on 
programm design repertoire (aspiration profiles, rough designs, action research, etc). 
Duringg specification, implementation and sourcing potentials are taken into account 
(deploymentt of the A& O teaching network, knowing experts on action research). 
Thee innovation program is deliberately designed to provide high degrees for run 
timee customization (the third workshop is planned with the program participants). In 
termss of the front office information model the specification process shows the 
symbiosissymbiosis pattern. 

Thee Specificatio n Proces s of ln-compan y Program s 
Somee of the above mentioned episodes in the story of the UviX program are 
congruentt with stories on other in-company programs. On the other hand some are 
quitee typical for this story. In-company service specification is a social interaction 
processs between different parties during a certain period of time. 

"More"More often customers know why they want a professionalization program 
thanthan what they want. The what and how of a program develops in dialogue. 
WeWe work with rough sketches and discuss these with the customer." 

Beforee describing the front office type for in-company program specification in 
moree detail, I describe some similarities in in-company specification in this section. 
Inn the interviews Sioo's staff elucidated some of the 'instruments' regularly used by 
Siooo during in-company service specification. 
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 A first meeting on customer's requirements and pre-investigation. 
•• Establishing a program design team. 
•• Phasing of the specification process and the closing of different contracts (like 

thee program brochure). 

FirstFirst  Meeting  and Pre-investigation 
Inn most cases Sioo starts its in-company service specification with a first meeting on 
whatt the customer wants and they offer a pre-investigation. 

"BestConsult"BestConsult did a written request for proposal for an education program at 
differentdifferent institutes. We said: this is not our way of working; we want to talk 
thingsthings over before we come up with a proposal. One of Sioo's staff went 
therethere to talk things over and to personalize the relationship. In our first 
meetingmeeting we talked about what they wanted and what there vision was on 
professionalization.professionalization. I just offered a project for program development [EdV: 
aa pre-investigation]. They found this interesting and asked me: what do we 
get?get? I said: I can't tell you without pre-investigation. They agreed and I 
drewdrew some sketches on which they started to discuss. I said: that's our way 
ofof working...coproduction. They appreciated and we discussed things over 
withinwithin one and a half hour." 

"IConsulT"IConsulT was in a hurry, but we wanted a pre-investigation, which is in 
manymany cases part of our offer. We formed a program development team with 
managersmanagers and initiators and interviewed 20 consultants. " 

Afterr the first meeting with BestConsult, Sioo had a clear idea on how to 
proceed.. It already had an idea on the goal of the program, the characteristics of the 
targett group (age, work experience and former employments), on the aspiration 
profile,, on a rough design of the program, on the throughput time of the program, on 
thee relation between education, assessment, coaching and work practice, on the role 
off Sioo, BestConsult and Rotterdam School of Management (RSM) in the program 
andd on the structure of BestConsult. They interpreted BestConsult's question in 
termss of BestConsult's strategic development and the basic characteristics of the 
behaviorr of BestConsult's consultants to make this strategy operational. In the next 
twoo meetings Sioo tried to define the program development team, the co-operation 
betweenn BestConsult, RSM and Sioo and the agenda for the development team 
(ECPdn99). . 

"Regularly,"Regularly, I write a substantially built document early in the proposal 
phase.phase. I write it to get my own thoughts on the situation clear. I experienced 
thatthat writing down a sharp diagnosis that early in the process works out very 
well.well. Especially internally at Sioo. Don't forget that I'm always involved in 
thethe start of the project and I have to transfer my knowledge of the situation 
toto other staff members. It serves as a memory." 
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Duringg the pre-investigation the current profile of aspirant course members is 
investigatedd and the aspiration profile is defined. The aspiration profile is defined 
basedd on Sioo's general knowledge on professionalization and the client company's 
strategyy towards professionalization. Based on the aspiration profile, a rough design 
off  the program is developed in which the relation between professional knowledge, 
personall  professionalization and professional practice is balanced. 

"The"The essence of pre-investigation is just a few things like themes or a logo 
forfor the program. These things direct the program design, the customer 
contact,contact, the management of program attendant's expectations and our 
contactscontacts with teachers. At IConsulT this was the insight that the program 
neededneeded to be about change, not about consultancy in the first place. We 
becamebecame aware that we needed a SVO-like program. Most of the seminars 
hadhad a link with the SVO program." 

ProgramProgram  Design  Team 
Thee constitution of a program design team is another recurrent instrument in the 
specificationn process. The team informs Sioo about the client's situation and 
requirements,, but more importantly the client commits itself to the program design 
andd goals. The team services as an institutional anchor within the client's 
organization. . 

Forr the ECP, the team started their first meeting with a document written by 
Sioo,, containing ideas on the aspiration profile, a proposal for the global structure of 
thee program, a proposal for the brochure, ideas on roles and assessment and a 
planning.. The team consisted of two managers from BestConsult, three BestConsult 
consultantss and two Sioo staff members (ECPdn99). 

"The"The management of BestConsult was involved in the process of developing 
anan aspiration profile for their consultants...so they were committed." 

Phasing,Phasing,  Contracts  and Program  Brochure 
Anotherr instrument regularly used are the contracts offered by Sioo. These contracts 
aree often based on phasing the process into small steps. The contracts cover the 
programm design phase, series of interviews for requirement elicitation or the program 
itself.. When it comes to the program itself, the program brochure serves as an 
importantt part of the contract. 

"I"I  always try to get a contract as early as possible. At BestCable for 
instance,instance, I just have a contract for some interviews to get an idea of what 
theirtheir requirements might be and on how we can support them. I phase the 
process.process. Customers like go/no go moments. That's what I want also. I like to 
bebe able to get out of the process." 

"I"I  just say in the first or second meeting: the counter will  run soon, you'll 
understandunderstand that and they do. Sometimes I don't mention it. We don't know 
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alwaysalways whether we want it ourselves. I first have to make a clear definition 
ofof the customer's problem statement. " 

"Our"Our offer always contains our philosophy and approach towards 
professionalism.professionalism. The reaction on the offer determines the customer's 
commitmentcommitment to our approach. In the offer to IConsulT we stipulated their 
question,question, our offer, a global design of the program, a plan for the pre-
investigation,investigation, prices, the amount of seminar days and an institutional 
structurestructure (anchorpoint)." 

"The"The final contract for the program for BestConsult was based on the 
programprogram brochure." 

Inn the specification process of the ECM program (as a case of new business 
development)) similar instruments are used, like meetings on customer requirements, 
aa pre-investigation in the form of a mini conference and the program brochure as a 
basicc element for contracting. 

"It"It  started with conversations with SVO participants and alumni. They 
wantedwanted continuation and asked themselves: is there more? I wanted 
somethingsomething new and linked their questions to my own development and 
interests.interests. We organized a meeting with 40 to 50 (ex) participants of the SVO 
andand teachers to investigate conditions, starting points and themes. The next 
stepstep was to design the program within a design team of experienced 
programprogram designers. We designed the basic framework for the program 
ourselves,ourselves, without contributions from aspirant course members. We used our 
experiencesexperiences with the BMC to develop the ECM. " 

Inn the ECM program the course members contribute to the program design 
duringg the run of the program (in accordance with the degrees of freedom within the 
program). . 

"We"We will  adjust at run time. Within the framework we will  color the program 
withwith the course members, experts, teachers, the focus of the contribution of 
thethe course members and the alignment of the different parts of the program. 
TheThe program will  evolve. We will  define the end terms in consultation with 
thethe program participants. With the first group: codesign of the program, 
withwith the second group: testing the program design; with later groups: 
runningrunning the program and adjusting and redesign. " 

Typee of Fron t Offic e fo r ln-compan y Progra m Specification : Symbiosi s 
II  typify the front office for the specification of in-company programs at Sioo as 
symbiosiss (see table 8.4). Several elements of the symbiosis front office type already 
havee been recognized in the story on the CA&O program evolving into the UviX 
innovationn project. 
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Tablee 8.4: Sioo's front office type for in-company program specification: symbiosis 

TheThe Degree of  Customization  in  In-company  Programs 
Althoughh the grand theme of the UviX innovation project is the same as that for the 
openn CA&O program, the project is totally customized for UviX. The participants 
definee their own intervention approaches, the UviX directors approve the 
interventionn ideas and Sioo supports the participants in their process in an on 
demandd mode. In fact the professionalization approach is redefined into an action-
learningg program based on what Sioo learned about UviX during the specification 
process. . 

"We"We agreed with UviX's board that what we do is innovative and that we 
don'tdon't know in which direction the project will  evolve. When it evolves in the 
wrongwrong direction, we're not to blame. In the role definition towards UviX we 
clearlyclearly separated the role of the researchers (the project members), the 
principalsprincipals (UviX's board) and our role as coaches. " 

"Action"Action research and learning in which the practice of the participants is 
completelycompletely directive for learning is new for us, especially in this playing 
field.field. In the beginning of the project I felt uncomfortable because I come 
fromfrom a strong culture of education. I thought...we have to do something. We 
sentsent them, for instance, already literature before they asked for it..typically 
education." education." 

Onee of Sioo's staff, obliquely involved with the UviX project, reflected: 
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"UviXis"UviXis open space, action learning. I feel quite oppressed by it. At least, I 
likelike to work with an educational design or to deviate from such a design. " 

Thesee last two reflections were from two relatively new Sioo staff members. In 
additionn to these reflections the in-company coordinator reflected more subtle on the 
question:: "Have you done an action learning program before?" 

"Yes,"Yes, action learning is just a name. At the end of the BMC we do something 
alike.alike. The program for the universities is also alike. But in the BMC and the 
universitiesuniversities we use projects from outside the work environment of the 
programprogram members. That's more quiet. The UviXproject is within their own 
fieldfield and part of their own organization. The project has a high risk of 
failure.failure. We learn at UviX to try to break with our educative terminology. We 
mightmight learn how to link learning in a work situation to other perspectives 
withinwithin the organization." 

Thee innovation program for UviX is not the only customization example in 
Sioo'ss in-company program specification. 

"At"At BestCable I'm talking about how to support the professionalization of 
internalinternal consultants, /proposed an in-company program. The manager said: 
"We"We are not going to do it. It works the best, but things are that dynamic 
overover here that my people need to progress on their own ". Such reasoning 
waswas completely new for me! He said: "Currently I have a team of ten people, 
butbut that's probably over within a month or so". They don't have an 
organizationalorganizational identity to ground on. I don't know already what I'm going to 
do;do; at least I'm going to talk again. I really like this project because I have 
toto leave my religion and all the things that I learned so far. It doesn 't work 
underunder these conditions. This is typically a case in which, in terms of your 
modelmodel [EdV: referring to the front office model in chapter four], we need to 
dodo something new and we need to throw away our design knowledge. In 
termsterms of degrees of customization this is that much customized that we need 
aa structure in which you can define requirements which are orthogonal to 
whatwhat we are used to do. That's what I find paradoxical. I don't know if I 
alreadyalready understand it." 

"At"At IConsulTwe developed the second year of the program during the first 
year.year. We don't do any seminars in the second year to prevent the 
participantsparticipants from just thinking in theory. Sioo wanted to see them applying 
whatwhat they learned. The participants stayed too much appliers of models." 

Moree in general: 

"We"We have committed ourselves to contracts for which we didn't knew if we 
werewere able to deliver. We call this innovation. In terms of degrees of 
customizationcustomization this is pure customization. Your scheme [EdV: referring to the 
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frontfront office model in chapter four and an adapted version of the model for 
professionalizationn programs in (Smid, 2001)] is very valuable to me. I know 
allall  the programs of Sioo and it's easy for me to assemble, but for instance in 
thethe program for BigBank.four to five out of the seven seminars were new." 

Forr the programs for UviX, IConsulT, BestCable and BigBank it was clearly 
recognizedd mat part of these programs were pure customization. But even for a 
programm like the ECP for BestConsult, which at first sight seems to be a 
modular/customizedd standardized program, pure customization elements can be 
recognized. . 

"During"During the program design for BestConsult it appeared to me that what 
theythey needed resembled the BO course. In fact we demounted the BO course 
andand rebuilt it into the ECP. The main difference is that the ECP program is 
boundbound to the BestConsult context. The aspiration profile for the ECP is 
anchoredanchored in BestConsult's competence model. In both the BO and ECP 
coursecourse members bring in their working experience, but in the ECP the 
currentcurrent project of the consultant is taken as the vehicle for learning." 

Thee ECP should be seen as a customized in-company program because its 
aspirationn profile is customized to BestConsult's competence model and because the 
globall  design is customized to align the working practice of BestConsult's 
consultantss with their professional knowledge building and personal 
professionalization.. Within this global design several modules out of other programs 
havee been used in a modular way as is shown in table 8.5. Some new elements are 
addedd to these components, some of the components are altered and components are 
usedd in a different order. Table 8.5 shows the main differences between the two 
programs.. The consultant, for instance, discusses his learning goals with his 
principall  as well as with Sioo's learning manager. The intake is done by Sioo and 
thee consultant's principal. Furthermore, several elements of professionall  knowledge, 
likee consultancy methods and change approaches, which are typical for BestConsult, 
aree taught by BestConsult teachers. 

"The"The ECP could be viewed as customized standardization, but to be able to 
customizecustomize the BO to a certain customer and to decide not to deliver pure 
customization,customization, we need to have the relation information which is congruent 
withwith pure customization. We need to investigate what a company's strategy 
isis and what that strategy means for individual consultants. To build such a 
programprogram we certainly need design knowledge, although in the end we built 
thethe program out of standard components...I use the heuristic that we have to 
buildbuild relations with third parties from the front office type which offers the 
highesthighest flexibility (taken into account the Law ofAshby). " 
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Design Design 
parameter parameter 

Aspiration n 
profile e 
Work k 

Work k 
assignment t 
Working g 
experience e 

Structuree of the 
program m 

Coree program 
Secondd period 

Consultation n 

Mentoring g 

Personal l 
learning g 
contract t 
Assessment t 

Managementt of 
customer r 
expectations s 

Partners s 

Virtuall  learning 

BO BO 

General l 

Coursee members work for different 
employerss in different projects for 
differentt customers. 
Workk assignment not coupled to 
education. . 
1-44 years experience as consultant. 

22 periods: 
•• Core program 
•• Choice modules. 

33 seminars 
33 out of 14 choice modules within 
threee categories: organizing; change 
andd intervention; personal 
development. . 
Parallell on core program. 

Byy Sioo, somewhat open ended. 

Throughh brochure and 'word-of-
mouthh communication'; sometimes 
byy principal. 

PAOO and teachers. 

ECP ECP 

Basedd on BestConsult's 
competencee model. 
Coursee members work for the same 
employerr (BestConsult) in different 
projectss for different customers. 
Workk assignment part of the 
education. . 
Experiencee outside consultancy and 
1-33 years experience within 
BestConsult. . 
22 periods: 
•• Core program 
•• Consultation, assessment, 

moduless at RSM. 
44 seminars 
Consultingg seminars: organizing; 
changee and intervention; personal 
development. . 

Afterr core program (in second 
period),, coupled to consulting 
seminars. . 
Mentoringg during the complete 
program. . 
Coupledd with projects and 
mentoring. . 

Byy Sioo and principal. Final 
assessmentt in final week. 
Throughh brochure, by principal and 
throughh experiences of colleagues 
whoo participated in former program 
runs. . 
Teachers,, RSM, BestConsult's 
changee community and 
BestConsult'ss teachers. 
ECPP community. 

Tablee 8.5: Main differences between BO and ECP 

RelationRelation  Information 
Forr  in-company program specification no formal instruments are used at Sioo, 

otherr  than their  relationships database. The interviews and documentation indicated 
thee relation information requirements as shown in Table 8.6. Sioo's relation 
informationn requirements are about opportunities for  partnership and is indicated by 
itss information on actors, decision-making processes, strategic developments, co-
operationn intention, and compatibility . 
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CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in BtoC 
Geographic Geographic 

Zipp code 
Region n 
Climate e 
Density y 

Demographic Demographic 
Age e 
Gender r 
Familyy size 
Familyy life cycle 
Income e 
Profession n 
Education n 
Sociall class 

Psychographics Psychographics 
Habits s 
Attitudes s 
Interests s 
Hobby's s 
Mediaa behavior 
Buyingg intention 
Occupationn or use of relevant goods/services 

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of market segments in BtoB 
Businesss characteristics 
Sectorr (sector code) 
Establishments s 
Amountt of employees 
Buyingg pattern (of Sioo's programs) 
Activitiess and processes 
Productss and services 
Organizationall structure 
Legislatoryy status 
Financiall indicators 
Endd markets 
Usagee rate 
Size e 

X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 

CustomerCustomer profile 
CustomerCustomer identification 

Companyy name 
Name e 
Title e 
Address s 
Domicile e 
Telephonee number 
Fax x 
E-mail l 
Customerr id. 
Accountt nr. 
Rolee / function 
Paymentt method and data (bank number, credit card number, etc.) 

X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 

StatusStatus of the relationship 
Suspect t 
Prospect t 
Lead d 
Qualifiedd lead 

X X 
X X 

Tablee 8.6: Sioo's relation information for in-company program specification 
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Customerr | X 
CharacteristicsCharacteristics of the relationship 

Typee of customer {VIP, VAR, large account, etc.) 
Active// passive 
Frequentt complainer 
'Doo not promote' 

StateState of commercial process I sales cycle 
Reactionn on campaigns 
Applicationn for information 
Proposals s 
Triall purchases 
Runningg orders (running programs) 
Typee of purchasing decision (new task, modified rebuy, straight rebuy) 
Payments s 
Scotsman-analysiss (time between brochure and program application) 

X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 

X X 
ContactContact management information 

Contactt persons 
Decision-makingg unit structure 
Relationn matrix 
Structuree of purchasing process 
Contactt history (points of contact/media and moments) 
Agreementss / appointments made 
To-do-list t 
Partt of campaigns 
Contentt (brochures, reports, etc.) received 
Afterr sales service-applications 
Originn of the customer (recommendation by third parties) 
Complaints s 
Media/channell preferences 

X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 

X X 

NeedsNeeds - possession information 
Installedd base / buying pattern (experience with professionalization programs) 
Possessionn or use of relevant goods or services 
Needss profile 
Affinityy score 

X X 

X X 

DevelopmentDevelopment of the relationship 
CommercialCommercial value (economic indicators): 

PositionPosition in the relationship lifecycle 
Customerr life-time value 
Recency y 
Frequency y 
Monetaryy value 
Cross-selling-ratio o 
Retentionn ratio 
Relationn duration 
Degreee of customer acquisition 
Sharee of use 
Sharee of spend 
Potentiall spend index 

X X 
X X 

X X 

RelationshipRelationship experience (psychological indicators) 
Switchingg cost 
Trust t 
Commitment t 
Satisfaction n 
Attractivity y 
Longg term expectations 

Tablee 8.6: Continued 
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OpportunitiesOpportunities for partnership 
Actorr analysis (commitment, motivations, competencies, priorities, etc) 
Decision-makingg processes 
StrategicStrategic developments /importance on the customer side 
Commerciall attractiveness of the customer's customers 
Cooperationn intention 
Compatibilityy (strategic, organizational, technological, cultural) 
Partnerss reputation 

X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 

Tablee 8.6: Continued 

Actors Actors 
Att UviX, BestCable and IConsulT the initiator of the in-company program at the 
client'ss side were Sioo alumni who were enthusiastic about Sioo's 
professionalizationn programs. 

"An"An old course member of the BO program took a job at IConsulT and 
discovereddiscovered that IConsulT didn 't have an educational program for their level 
55 consultants. A colleague of him from another business unit did SVO. They 
feltfelt connected with each other by sharing the Sioo experience. Our personal 
contactcontact with them was very important. They arranged a start meeting, which 
surprisedsurprised me. They had taken the initiative to select several managers from 
threethree different business units to attend the meeting. " 

Att UviX the contact person was a Sioo adept. 

"He"He knew he wanted a Master program... His employees should have a Sioo 
eventevent like he had." 

Duringg service specification, Sioo staff tries to find out who the key players are 
inn the client's organization to get them committed to the program. 

"I"I  pay as much attention as possible to people's roles and their attitudes 
towardstowards the program (their position, their rational, for what do I need 
them?)." them?)." 

"Apparently"Apparently it's IConsulT's culture to take initiatives with different business 
unitsunits in a rather bottom up fashion. I kept in mind that we might need top 
managementmanagement commitment and I asked the program design team to arrange a 
meetingmeeting with the top manager of HRM, but I didn't insist on higher-level 
contact.contact. They wanted to arrange budgets for the program themselves. " 
"BestConsult"BestConsult already had taken the decision for an educational program. 
OurOur first contact person was responsible for the implementation of the plan 
andand he worked closely with the Director of the company's business school." 

Inn the case of UviX, Sioo explicitly tried to get commitment from the Director 
Operationss and region managers to prevent itself from being solely dependent on the 
Directorr Innovation. 
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Decision-makingDecision-making Processes 

"Nine"Nine months before we started at BestConsult, they had taken the decision 
toto start an educational program...The documents used in the decision-
makingmaking process and their reports were open to us. They were in a hurry. 
TheyThey had to communicate internally about the program. Our contact person 
hadhad committed himself to get an educational program." 

Att IConsulT, Sioo knew that their approach was one of decentral initiation and 
centrall  decision-making on budgets. Sioo knew that the management at IConsulT 
wantedd to apply for budgets themselves. The decision-making process on the budget 
tookk about six months and was underestimated by IConsulT's management. 

"Sometimes"Sometimes Sioo could do more. " 

StrategicStrategic Developments 
Inn Sioo's vision professionalization is strategic, so it always tries to find out what 
thee strategy of their customer is and how this strategy can be made operational 
throughh a professionalization program. 

"We"We discussed BestConsult's strategy in the program development team." 

UviX,, for instance, saw its innovation program as key to their strategy to 
influencee the development of the UWV and to gain political reputation. For 
BestConsultt and IConsulT the strategic developments were twofold: getting their 
consultantss operating on a higher hierarchical level with their customers and binding 
consultants. . 

"At"At IConsulT the professionalization program was directly coupled with 
theirtheir strategy to migrate to more strategic consultancy. Because they 
couldn'tcouldn't afford to hire a mass of new consultants, they had to invest in 
professionalprofessional development. We had a discussion in their strategic forum for 
quitequite some time...we were demounting their ideas and illusions about their 
strategicstrategic intent." 

"At"At BigBank we worked with the HRM department. HRM had always been a 
centralcentral department determining which people would be placed where. The 
departmentdepartment had their representatives at the regional branches. This situation 
recentlyrecently changed because of a reorganization. The HRM people in the 
regionregion were placed under direct control of the region managers and the 
centralcentral HRM department became a functional support center. A couple of 
seniorsseniors wanted to align HRM with the business. Intuitively they felt they need 
toto do so because otherwise the bank would have no reason to have its own 
HRMHRM function. So the program started with a coalition of HRM seniors with 
anan urge to survive." 
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CooperationCooperation Intention 
Siooo staff investigates the customer's commitment to future cooperation, for 
instancee at BestConsult and UviX. 

"We"We rapidly gained control over the program specification and we were in 
controlcontrol over the partners. This control gave us trust in the partnership. They 
simplysimply couldn 't do it on their own. I felt commitment immediately. Later on 
thethe platform for organizational change got involved on the initiative of 
BestConsult." BestConsult." 

"The"The basic problem with UviX is: how much commitment do we have for this 
program?program? Does the board share our problem diagnosis? Will the new 
approachesapproaches developed by our program members get stuck in UviX's 
bureaucracy?bureaucracy? The best would be to create a group of real decision makers 
(board,(board, staff and region managers). We need to get into the strategy 
formulationformulation process." 

Compatibility Compatibility 
Siooo tries to find out how compatible their view on professional ization, 
organization,, etc. is to the customer's organization and what the conditions are under 
whichh the program has to be designed and has to run. Linkages between Sioo's 
servicee provision and BestConsult's processes, for instance, are indicated by on 
goingg program design and evaluation together with BestConsult's change 
communityy and Sioo pays BestConsult's teachers who perform a role in the 
program. . 

"I"I  tried to find out what kind of customer's BestConsult serves, what their 
consultantsconsultants do for their customers, which kind of assignments they get and in 
whatwhat kind of teams they work. This was hard, because initially I had no clear 
ideaidea on their land of consultancy. The program influences the BestConsult 
changechange approach." 

Onn the effects of the UviX project: 

"First"First  we want to make success. Then we will  take a look at what helped and 
whatwhat worked against them within the UviX context, especially when it comes 
toto systems. We already know that UviX's doctors and labor experts are 
evaluatedevaluated based on production figures. We have to move into the direction of 
LISVandLISVand we have to help them to improve UviX's corporate image. " 

Onn the plans for a program for UviX Re-integration: 

"The"The program will  be a UviX/Sioo comakership. Their hiring strategy will 
bebe aligned to our eligibility assessment. UviX will  participate in the 
professionalprofessional development of these people, their work experience will  be 
synchronizedsynchronized with their education during a period of three years." 
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ProductProduct  Information 

Thee specification processes for the different in-company programs vary and can be 
viewedd as processes customized to the client's situation. Sioo staff members were 
wellwell aware of their program design repertoire and design parameters (see figure 8.3), 
theirr experience in program design and the common elements used during service 
specification.. In all cases an aspiration profile was developed in line with the client's 
strategicc intentions. This aspiration profile was the basis for a rough program design. 
Thee rough design was worked out in cooperation with the client in a design team or 
throughh a pre-investigation. The awareness of design parameters, design experience 
andd experience sharing by Sioo staff was already recognized for open programs and 
iss further reflected by the interview quotes summarized in table 8.7. 

Probablyy the best indication of design knowledge is the ability to express the 
borderss of this knowledge, like is done in the next quote. 

PM1 1 

PM1 1 

PMM 1 

PM2 2 

PM2 2 

PM3 3 

PM4 4 

PM4 4 

"The"The art in program design is to work with rough frameworks, like in the case of 
BigBankBigBank and BestConsult. I like wreck structures. The advantage is that if apiece 
getsgets broken, you can replace it...these are not completely predefined learning 
paths.paths. You can reposition a teacher, use another rhythm, accentuate differently, 
widenwiden consultation a bit...when it's necessary, it's possible. This way you can 
movemove easily with the changes surrounding your program. The way didacticians 
designdesign education...completely predetermined...it doesn 't work when your program 
isis linked to a changing organization." 
"At"At a certain moment you make a program definition and based on that we close a 
contract.contract. During During run time it is possible to adjust, but the program has a sort of 
rootroot definition. This definition could be changed, but then you need to discuss it 
overover with the leading people to find out why things don't work. Otherwise you 're 
driftingdrifting and in the end you don't know anymore for what reasons you did things." 
"We"We choose our team members on the basis of available capacity and affinity with 
thethe customer's needs." 
"In"In  program design we reason from our own experience, that's why it is important 
toto work with different Sioo staff on a program...to mix experiences. We work in 
changingchanging teams on different programs, that's how we exchange our experience. 
OurOur impression of the professional level of our customer's employees and their 
endend profile determines who ofSioo's staff participates in the program design 
process." process." 
"We"We developed the aspiration profile for the program together with the customer. 
WeWe divided the work and we developed the concept of the program together." 
"With"With what I know about program design and in combination with the questions 
customerscustomers pose, it is not hard to develop a program." 
"We"We started with defining the aspiration profile for these people and designed a 
shortshort program because the educational goal was still quite vague." 
"We"We said: forget the contract because we 're in a new situation. The aspiration 

profileprofile for the program had become troubled. " 

Tablee 8.7: Quotes reflectingg program manager's (PM) design knowledge 
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"I"I  really like this project because I have to leave my religion and all the 
thingsthings that I learned so far. It doesn't work under these conditions. This is 
typicallytypically a case in which, in terms of your model [EdV: referring to the front 
officee model in chapter four], we need to do something new and we need to 
throwthrow away our design knowledge. In terms of degrees of customization this 
isis that much customized that we need a structure in which you can define 
requirementsrequirements which are orthogonal to what we are used to do. That's what I 
findfind paradoxical. I don't know if I already understand it." 

ProcessProcess  Information 
Processs information in the front office type * symbiosis' is about implementation 
potentiall  and is indicated by knowledge on production potential (who is able to 
designn and run the program), realization throughput times and (outsourcing 
potential.. Sioo staff was well aware of its implementation potential and limitations. 

KnowledgeKnowledge on Production Potential 
Thee third and fourth quote in table 8.7 shows that Sioo's strategy to configure 
servicee specification teams is based on experience with other programs, their affinity 
withh the customer professionalization needs and available capacity. 

KnowledgeKnowledge on Realization Throughput Times 
Siooo doesn't have a clear indication on the throughput time for realizing in-company 
specifications. . 

"Sioo"Sioo doesn't have reference data on the throughput time of such program 
design." design." 

Butt uncertainties on this throughput time were attributed to the customer's abilities. 

"We"We can do it within two weeks, but the customer regularly needs more 
time." time." 

Thereforee it is hard to attribute uncertainty about throughput times to front office 
ineffectiveness.. Sometimes Sioo seems to have clear insight into its realization 
throughputt times, as was the case with UviX. 

"UviXwanted"UviXwanted to start the next month. This was too early for Sioo. We didn 't 
havehave a good team already to start with, although we have people in our 
networknetwork who have experience with action research and one of them is 
willingwilling to participate as coach of the coaches. " 

KnowledgeKnowledge on (Outsourcing Potential 
Forr most of its programs Sioo is dependent on its network of teachers and coaches 
forr implementation and staff members know their network. 
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"I"I  wouldn 't have designed the program as an action research program 
withoutwithout hiowing experts in Sioo 's network on action research. " 

"We"We developed the second year of the IConsulTprogram together with the 
teachersteachers of the first year. We developed the second year with having the 
teachersteachers clearly in mind." 

"I"I  know all the programs of Sioo and it's easy for me to assemble, but for 
instanceinstance in the program for BigBank 4 to 5 out of the seven seminars were 
new.new. [EdV: Have you been searching for an implementation after you 
offeredd the program?] Well, I'm an entrepreneur with knowledge. For the 
ICTICT seminar in the BigBank program, for instance, I thought immediately of 
BertBert Mulder as a teacher. It is always about persons. In most cases, I 
associateassociate a face with a course component. I planned the marketing seminar 
basedbased on a database of contacts of one of my colleagues who organized a 
statestate of the art seminar on marketing." 

"At"At BestConsult we first thought about the themes of the program. After we 
decideddecided on the themes we thought about what teachers could implement it. 
WeWe wrote a text on the themes and asked teachers who hadn't worked for 
SiooSioo regularly, to interpret these texts and to work it out according to their 
knowledge.knowledge. I don't like to make a program based on people I know...it 
doesndoesn 't lead to innovation. " 

"After"After we designed the ECM we searched for teachers. The principle is: the 
programprogram is leading. We searched for teachers based on the theoretical 
contentcontent of the program, taking into account options for teachers. " 

Butt during the same interview the program manager stated: 

"The"The choice for teachers is quite pragmatic. I know Dyan very well, which 
isnisn 't the case for other potential teachers. " 

Sioo'ss knowledge about teachers and coaches is quite unformalized and is 
mainlyy communicated during meetings. 

"The"The broad network is in our heads. We ask each other very often...do you 
knowknow somebody? The sharing of our first experiences with new teachers is 
quitequite unformalized." 

Siooo staff seems to be aware of implementation limitations as well. 

"Teachers"Teachers act in too many programs with the same modules... that indicates 
aa too small corps. When we add another program, we will  be in problems. " 
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"Limits"Limits in our growth are our own capacity and our corps of teachers, 
coachescoaches and learning managers. Maintenance of our existing corps takes 
enoughenough time. I'm neglecting my coaches, program counsel and teachers due 
toto lack of time and I hope this will  change next spring. " 

"We"We have too less time for enlarging our network of teachers." 

"Accretion"Accretion of teachers often can be characterized by: I might know 
somebody.somebody. We just made the appointment again to scout proactively. " 

Programm managers play different roles. They are specifying in-company 
programs,, are responsible for open and in-company program designs and runs, have 
too maintain the network around their programs and are responsible for network 
enlargementt in general. This results in (temporary) time pressures. 

EffectivenessEffectiveness  ofSioo's  Front  Office  for  In-company  Programs 
Theree were no indications on ineffectiveness of the front office for in-company 
programm specification. Nevertheless, it could be expected that with an increase in in-
companyy programs the need for some sort of capacity monitoring function wil l 
increasee to prevent from reliability problems. Nowadays this monitoring is 
performedd by individual program managers but the borders of this organizational 
designn principle become in sight. An increase in in-company programs might lead to 
differentt programs (consumers) asking for the same teaching or coaching resource 
(thee producer) without knowledge on the other requests, simply because one 
programm manager isn't able to oversee all the requesting consumers any more. 
Linkedd to the indication of a too small corps (scarcity of producers) this situation 
mightt lead to conflicting requests on certain producers or might lead to over-asking 
producers.. If this would become the case, specification quality would decrease as a 
resultt of insufficient process information, because implementation potential of 
programm parts relies on availability of teaching and coaching resources. 

Sioo' ss  Strategy : Oscillatio n and Innovatio n 

Sioo'ss strategy to approach the market oscillates between a scope and partnership 
orientedd strategy, summarized in table 8.8. Both scope and partnership 
characteristicss can be recognized in Sioo's strategy. Sioo relies on the field and 
insidee service front office type for its scope orientation and on the symbiosis type for 
itss partnership orientation. At first I discuss the characteristics of Sioo's strategy 
basedd on the three generic service positioning strategies presented in proposition 
three.. Then I discuss the oscillation between Sioo's scope and partnership 
orientationn through innovations within Sioo. 
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<<
ServiceService positioning 

strategystrategy + 
Organizational Organizational 
design design 
characteristics: characteristics: 
Naturee of the service 
process s 

Servicee type 

Valuee adding focus 

Interaction n 
governance e 
Management t 
approach h 
Marketingg approach 

Economies s 

MassMass orientation 

Standardizedd / 
Infrastructural l 

Product t 
(standardized) ) 
Processs and source 

Selling g 

Production-line e 
perspective e 
Transaction n 
marketing g 
Economiess of scale 

ScopeScope orientation 

ModularModular  / 
componentt  based 

Service/product t 
(masss customized) 
Process,, interactive 
andd client 
Sparring g 

Empowerment t 
perspective e 
Relationship p 
marketing g 
Economiess of scope 

Partnership Partnership 
orientation orientation 

Add hoc structured 
andd interconnected 
withh customer 
processes s 
Puree service 
(customized) ) 
Clientt  and 
interactive e 
Jobbing g 

Empowerment t 
perspective e 
Relationship p 
marketing g 
Economiess of 
relationships s 

Tablee 8.8: Sioo's oscillation between scope and partnership orientation 

Characteristic ss of Sioo' s Strateg y 

NatureNature  of  the Service  Process  and Service  Type 
Sioo'ss services are mass customized or customized. The nature of Sioo's service 
processs for open programs and in-company programs has several modular 
characteristicss (see appendix D). In-company programs are pure customized to the 
needss of the customer resulting in customer specific programs. In these programs 
neww elements are added to existing modules or completely new ways of education 
aree experimented with. In-company programs often are interconnected with Sioo's 
customerr processes. 

"We"We are in the business of producing and distributing input factors for other 
businessbusiness processes. At IConsulT we discussed their strategy for quite some 
timetime with a group of directors and trendsetters. This discussion went on 
duringduring program run. You see, we work on two different levels with our 
customers." customers." 

Sioo'ss programs provide professionalization services to make their customer's 
strategiess operational and in every program there is a link between work and 
education.. In the UviX innovation project and the ECP we saw an education process 
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thatt was intertwined with the client's operations and strategy. During the run of the 
IConsulTT program, IConsulT's strategy changed which had effects on the 
professionall  ization program. 

"At"At IConsulT the Board intervened with a new strategic plan... That had its 
effecteffect right across the professionalization program. " 

ValueValue  Adding  Focus 
Sioo'ss value adding focuses on facilitating the client's participation in programs, on 
thee interaction with and between program members and on the process of education 
(programm design, learning management, coaching and teaching). In customizing in-
companyy programs extra attention has to be paid to the client's part and the 
interactivee part of the service process. 

InteractionInteraction  Governance 
Thee interaction governance is one of sparring in their open programs. In for instance 
thee BO the degrees of freedom for individual learning paths are quite restricted and 
framedd into certain elements of the program (mainly choice modules and 
consultation).. Customers of the BO can influence the specification of the service 
onlyy to the extent to which Sioo provides degrees of freedom in its program design. 
Inn the case of the UviX innovation program it seems that the customer highly 
influencess the specification of the service and controls the service delivery process 
andd the interaction governance is more of a jobbing one. It should be stated, 
however,, that Sioo has control over the interaction because of its knowledge on 
educationn for professionals and because it deliberately designs the degrees of 
freedomm for customers to influence programs and program designs. In the kind of 
professionall  services Sioo provides, pure jobbing interaction governance in which 
thee service provider works by order of the customer and the customer highly 
influencess the specification and controls the service delivery process doesn't seem to 
apply.. As one of the program managers reflected on the codesign of one of the in-
companyy programs: 

"I"I  got the feeling that we did the most of the design work ourselves, although 
theythey say that they clearly codesigned. " 

ManagementManagement  Approach 
Thee management approach is one of empowerment. The rector manages on a 
distancee and Sioo staff is responsible for its programs, program design, management 
off  the network, knowledge exchange within the network, etc. Empowerment seems 
too have a long history at Sioo. One of the former board members mentioned: 
"Changess in programs were reported to the board but not with the intention that we 
wouldd say: no, we don't like it. We said at most: We hope you'll get the course 
memberss you're expecting. We didn't interfere in things we didn't knew anything 
about""  (Sioo40years98). 
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MarketingMarketing  Approach 
Sioo'ss marketing is based on relationship building and Sioo maintains its network 
throughh various initiatives. 

"Sioo's"Sioo's communication strategy is to communicate with individuals in the 
firstfirst place," 

"Mailings"Mailings are always individually addressed and accompanied with an 
individuallyindividually addressed letter." 
Aboutt 80% of new attendants to open programs are at the intercession of people 

whoo already had a Sioo experience. This is the case for several initiators of in-
companyy programs as well. Although Sioo doesn't have an official alumni 
association,, it tries to capitalize on its alumni community through the organization 
off  various events, like congresses (KB3-01), state of the art seminars (KB 1-99), 
workshopss (KB2-01) or platform sessions (KB 1-01). 

Sioo'ss programs provide good opportunities for social bonding with its 
customerss because the programs are about the participants themselves in a personal 
wayy (about transitions in their professionalization path, about roles they take, their 
assumptions,, etc.). 

"At"At IConsulTwe started with an alumni who I personally knew, with whom I 
hadhad some extra meetings during the BO and who I helped with finding a 
job." job." 

Inn Sioo's programs there are structural bonding elements involved as well, like 
thee registration at professional associations for which Sioo provides its education 
andd the intertwining of customer processes and Sioo's in-company programs. 

Stonee and Woodcock (1995) assume relationship marketing being the best 
approachh for high involvement services. Sioo provides such services. Its programs 
leavee freedom for personal professional development and are not completely 
predefined;; thereby it is hard to describe the exact content of the program. 

"That's"That's always the complaint of people participating in Sioo 
programs.programs..... what exactly do we get? " 

Economies Economies 
Sioo'ss economies are based on economies of scope in the first place. Their strategy 
iss to broaden their market by program diversification based on their knowledge on 
programm design, personal professionalization and the subjects of their programs. But 
Siooo relies on economies of relationships as well. In their in-company programs, 
Siooo is building knowledge on the organizational processes of its company clients 
(itss strategic processes, its stance towards professionalization and its consultancy 
processess for instance). This enables Sioo to get ideas on new professionalization 
programs,, new program design repertoire, industry sectors and the relationship 
betweenn organizational disciplines and organization change. 
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"What"What Sioo learns from in-company programs? 
•• Differences between in-company programs and between in-company 

programsprograms and open programs. 
 Our policy towards in-company programs. 
 Dependency on the context of the customer. 
 How to deal with customers and to write proposals. 

•• How to anchor in the customer's organization. 
 Building knowledge on interesting sectors / markets like finance and ICT. 

•• Which customers are important to us? 
•• Building knowledge on organizational change in the context of ICT (ICT 

remainsremains hidden to Sioo up to the moment). " 

Inn a reflection on the long-term relationship between Sioo and the occupational 
healthh care services provider Arbo Unie Oost-Nederland, the in-company 
coordinatorr states what he learned from this relationship. "The intensive 
commitmentt to the several facets of the process of a potentially strategic or even 
transformativee innovation is a fantastic chance for us...It became clear that Sioo 
usedd to offer individual focused professionalization in the first place. The co
operationn drove us to the borders of our competencies at that time. We have learned 
thatt we needed to develop a specific approach and methodology to support an 
adequatee role of Sioo in innovation and change processes, in processes of collective 
(un)learning."" (KB2-01). The relationship with Arbo Unie Oost-Nederland 
contributedd to Sioo's competence building on organizational change approaches and 
methodology. . 

Oscillatio nn betwee n Scop e and Partnershi p Orientatio n throug h 
Innovatio n n 

Sioo'ss strategy is deliberately to innovate. 

"Our"Our strategy is de-standardization. " 

Sioo'ss competencies develop through the design and running of a wide range of 
programs,, open and in-company. Sioo learns from its in-company programs how to 
designn programs, especially programs that are more dependent on the customer's 
context.. This inspires Sioo staff to innovate by developing new program design 
repertoiree and by learning about the customer's industry. In table 8.9,1 characterize 
thesee innovation based on Gallouj and Weinstein's innovation types. 

Sioo'ss strategy oscillates between two generic strategies: the scope and 
partnershipp orientation. The wish to broaden the market through in-company 
programss ("to reduce overhead and to sell design capacity ") generated the need and 
challengee to customize and generated a range of innovations from which Sioo is 
enhancingg its competencies. Sioo learns about the market, its network and program 
designn repertoire. The innovations stemming from the in-company domain are 
translatedd into innovations in its open programs, vise versa. 
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Innovation Innovation 
type type 

Incremental l 
innovation n 

Add hoc 
innovation n 

Recombi--
nativee or 
architectural l 
innovation n 

Radical l 
innovation n 

Characteristics Characteristics 

 "Within the ECPI use the consultants work as a vehicle for learning. 
I'mI'm going to do this within the BO as well. I wanted to do this for a long 
time,time, and I'm motivated to do so by the positive experiences within the 
ECP.ECP. As a result of the ECP I'm thinking about inserting the subjects 
'research'research and imaging' into the BO" 

•• "Based on my experience with UvUC, Hike to change the A&O 
program." program." 

•• The specification of a program for BestCable: "Iproposed an in-
companycompany program. The manager said: "We are not going to do it. It 
worksworks the best, but things are that dynamic over here that my people 
needneed to progress on their own ". Such reasoning was completely new for 
me!..me!.. J don't know already what I'm going to do, at least I'm going to 
talktalk again. I really like this project because I have to leave my religion 
andand all the things that I learned so far." 

•• The innovation project for UviX: "We agreed with UviX's board that 
whatwhat we do is innovative and that we don't know in which direction the 
projectproject will  evolve... We structured the first workshop and the first day 
ofof the second workshop.. .from that moment on we left them on their 
own,own, waiting for them to come up with questions... We also document the 
interactioninteraction between the coach of the coaches and the coaches." 

•• The design of the ECP program out of the BO program serves as an 
example.. "In fact we demounted the BO course and rebuilt it into the 
ECP." ECP." 

•• On learning from the recombinative innovation from the difference 
betweenn the BMC and ECM: "The SVO is double loop learning...." 
[EdV:: on the ECM] "Third loop learning as a start. In the BMC this is 
exactlyexactly the opposite. How will  this model of learning work out? " 

•• I haven't had clear indications on radical innovation at Sioo, probably 
BestCablee has the potential to be one: "I  really like this project because 
II  have to leave my religion and all the things that I learned so far. It 
doesndoesn 't work under these conditions." One of the program managers 
saww a need for radical innovation: "We have to step out of our educative 
definitiondefinition some time. If Sioo likes to serve a mass, we have to do other 
things." things." 

Tablee 8.9: Innovation types at Sioo 

Throughh this oscillating movement between scope and partnership orientation, 
SiooSioo enhances its competencies in a path dependent way, making these 
competenciess hard too duplicate and contributive to Sioo's heterogeneity. The 
interconnectednesss and intransparancy of Sioo's resources that are built over time, 
producedd service outcomes that are of customer value. They interconnect tacit 
resourcess like their staff's design, teaching an coaching repertoire; the design, 
teachingg an coaching repertoire of its network members; Sioo's platform function 
forr knowledge accrual and dissemination; its relationships with professional 
associations;; it reputation and its customer base providing Sioo with challenging 
servicee requests. These resources sometimes render services which are specific to 
customerss (for instance in the case of in-company programs) which make them even 
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harderr to duplicate. The a posteriori recognition, dissemination and codification of 
customerr specific innovations, in for instance the innovation program for UviX, 
furtherr contributes to Sioo's key resources. The following quote of one of Sioo's 
stafff  who joined Sioo two years ago indicates the tacitness of program design 
repertoire. . 

"I"I  started studying at the teaching school. Then I studied Opleidingskunde 
(education(education knowledge) at the university. During my work so far I learned 
howhow to develop teaching material for professionals based on a course design 
andand I designed courses for professionals. What is different at Sioo is that 
theythey don't work with fixed educational goals in their programs, based on 
fixedfixed educational goals for the profession in general Start levels and end 
levelslevels vary over individual course members within Sioo programs. We 
designdesign educational spaces. This I learned on the job at Sioo. Sioo staff 
regularlyregularly discusses how they work in different programs. I have no idea how 
longlong it takes to master it. " 

Too build and disseminate knowledge, Sioo manages its network in several ways. 
Thee techniques to manage knowledge in its network are quite varied. Several kinds 
off  coproduction and codesign opportunities are arranged for, like memberships in 
programm evaluation teams, membership in program development teams, 
teachingships,, etc (see table 8.10). At one meeting, I observed two program 
managerss explicitly organizing a dinner meeting with one teacher and one aspirant 
teacherr (both well known academics) with the purpose to get them acknowledged 
andd to work together on some specific subject. 

Tablee 8.10 shows that Sioo's platform function provides in all kinds of 
opportunitiess to exchange functional, operational and contextual knowledge. 
Functionall  knowledge (knowledge within disciplines, specialist knowledge) like in 
thee field of organizational change, organizational science, labor or occupational 
healthh care services is shared. Operational knowledge (experiences with learning 
processes)) is shared as well, like for instance on roles performed in the educational 
process,, on interfaces between parts of the program and the transference of 
experiencee with program design from Sioo to BestConsult as a result of 
BestConsult'ss codesign of the in-company program. Furthermore, contextual 
knowledgee (about the market environment) is shared. 

"In"In  open programs generally there is not one market. For the A&Oprogram 
therethere is. There are teachers who maintain feeling with this market through 
thethe program, think for instance about the teachers from NIA/TNO. For this 
reasonreason they participate in our program. For in-company programs this is 
eveneven more the case...there are teachers from consultancy who like to 
participateparticipate just because they like to do something on the ICT market as 
consultant." consultant." 
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Context Context 
BO O 

ECP P 

A& O O 

Big--
Bank k 

SVO O 

BMC C 

General l 

DifferentDifferent arrangements for networking 
"We"We have regular meetings with our teachers. Next spring I'll  organize three 
daysdays around BO themes ... What do you need as a Sioo teacher to master all 
roles?roles? " 
Onn networking with teachers across programs: "The consultation coaches in the 
ECPECP are people from the BO core program. I pool teachers, so that people get 
connectedconnected and notions about program members and BestConsult develop. " 
Onn networking to initiate knowledge development: "Within the programs we do 
itit  all the time. I organize regularly days for our teachers and coaches to discuss 
theirtheir role in the program and to discuss innovations within the program. The 
programsprograms are a platform to bring teachers to the market and to enable them to 
buildbuild contextual knowledge." 
Onn networking for a hierarchically higher anchor point in the client's system: 
"After"After the first run of the program I organized a party and I invited the board. 
TheThe first thing my successor did was to get in contact with these people and since 
thenthen the program has a higher anchor point. " 
Onn participation in program evaluation: "Our most interesting program 
evaluationevaluation instrument is to ask the course member's principals what happened to 
coursecourse member's behavior nine months after finishing the program. " 
"In"In  the BMC I always run two programs, one for our course members and one 

forfor our teachers...I organized meetings with teachers to create transparency 
aboutabout their roles in the total process and to discuss interfaces." 
"Our"Our teachers, consultation experts and learning managers are scarce 
resources.resources. We deliberately experiment with new teachers within the A&O and in-
companycompany programs to enlarge our network. " 

Tablee 8.10: Knowledge management in Sioo's network 

"I"I  try to understand BestConsult's world and the world of their customers 
andand I try to transfer this knowledge to our teachers. " 

"The"The programs are the platform to bring teachers to the market and to 
contextualcontextual knowledge and to assist them in building contextual knowledge. 
SiooSioo doesn 't play a role as director, in organizing conferences to inform 
teachersteachers about the market. The platform to exchange market knowledge 
doesn'tdoesn't work for the full hundred percent, but is ambiguous enough for the 
timetime being. A step further, directing, suits a center as Sioo is, but doesn't 
succeedsucceed given our limited resources. " 

Thee oscillation between scope and partnership orientation provides Sioo the 
opportunityy and challenge to continually innovate, to build and disseminate 
knowledgee in its community. These innovations contribute to their strategic 
positioningg because new resources are built. Through the different network 
arrangements,, Sioo enhances its network and competencies in its network. Through 
in-companyy programs, Sioo enhances its knowledge on the transformation process 
off  its program members, especially when it comes to transformation processes 
whichh are dependent on the program member's context (the organization he works 
forr or in). In-company programs also enhance Sioo's experience with providing 
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psychologicall  safety to its program members, as becomes apparent from the UviX 
innovationn program in which research conditions were set to provide safety for 
programm members to experiment. Altogether this contributes to Sioo's reputation of 
beingg the network to join when it comes to professionalization. 

Conclusion ::  what I Learned from Sioo 

Thee Sioo case supports the propositions presented in chapter four. The field and 
insidee service and symbioses front office types in proposition one are recognized at 
Sioo.. No indications of front office ineffectiveness due to insufficient information 
(propositionn two) were found at Sioo because the information requirements for the 
specificationn of open and in-company programs were met. Two generic service 
positioningg strategies, the scope and partnership orientation, are recognized. 
Conformm proposition three, Sioo relies on the field and inside service front office 
typee for its scope orientation and on the symbiosis type for its partnership 
orientation. . 

Galloujj  and Weinstein's service system model and service innovation types 
providee additional analytic tools to describe and understand Sioo's strategy from a 
resourcee based perspective and add to our understanding of oscillation between 
scopee and partnership orientation in strategy. The wish to broaden the market 
throughh in-company programs challenges Sioo to customize and generates a range of 
innovations,, which are translated into open program innovations. Through this 
oscillation,, Sioo enhances its competencies throughout the years in a path dependent 
way,, making these competencies hard too duplicate and contributive to Sioo's 
heterogeneity. . 

Onee element of the generic strategies derived in chapter two, isn't recognizable 
inn the Sioo case. The interaction governance in Sioo's partnership orientation is not 
off  the jobbing type. Sioo is quite in control over the interaction because of its 
knowledgee on education for professionals. In the kind of professional services Sioo 
provides,, pure jobbing interaction governance in which the service provider works 
byy order of the customer and the customer highly influences the specification and 
controlss the service delivery process (Shaw, 1990) doesn't seem to apply. The fact 
thatt professionals with a surplus of professional knowledge and experience are 
insourcedd gives them the opportunity to negotiate interaction governance based on 
theirr professional knowledge. Interestingly, the professional stance in the interaction 
withh customers is one of the topics educated in Sioo's professionalization programs. 
Followingg Block (2001), they differentiate three roles of professionals: the expert, 
assistantt and partner role. In the expert and assistant role the professional is 
decoupledd from the client's system. In the partner role the professional is coupled to 
thee client's system, i.e. client and professional are mutually dependent, decision-
makingg is bilateral, control is negotiated, cooperation is essential, communication is 
mutual,, responsibilities are determined by mutual agreement and the aim of the 
professionall  is to provide a permanent solution. A more detailed explanation of the 
threee roles and their differences can be found in Block (2001). The partnership role 
iss seen as the preferred one for professionals. Sioo not only educates this role in its 
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professionalizationn programs, but also continuously tries to perform this role in the 
interactionn with its customers. Therefore the jobbing interaction type could not be 
recognizedd at Sioo. Jobbing could be expected in cases where professionals take the 
expertt or assistant role, not in cases in which professionals take the partner role. 
Becausee the partner role is proposed to be the preferred one, I propose that in 
partnershipp oriented strategies the interaction governance is not of a jobbing type, 
norr of a sparring type but of a partner role type. 

Al ll  of the service specification functions presented in chapter three can be 
recognizedd at Sioo, except one. Sioo isn't able to provide customers with a complete 
sett of specifications when innovative customer specific solutions need to be 
designed,, like in the case of UviX and BestCable. What I learned from the Sioo case 
iss that service providers increasingly need to rely on their relationship if they want to 
deliverr higher levels of customization, especially in ad hoc and radical innovations. 
Inn these innovations the service provider needs to build new repertoire and needs to 
experiment.. Current product and process knowledge might be limited, but the 
knowledgee on the relationship should be excellent. The relationship provides the 
degreess of freedom for experimentation and innovation. In the relationship, both 
partiess need to express their commitment to the innovation, like in the UviX case. In 
thee absence of opportunities to completely specify the service, the only way to 
reducee customer fear and to improve its perceived service quality is through the 
relationship.. Economies of relationships in partnership oriented strategies seem to 
relyy on being the first, as a service provider, to recognize a need in the customer's 
processess and being able to innovate on the service repertoire in the context of good 
relationships. . 

Thee Sioo case raises three interesting questions. 

•• Does it makes sense to differentiate service specification from service 
deliverydelivery if specification goes on during service delivery, as is the case with 
runn time customization based on individual learning requirements in Sioo's 
programs? ? 

•• Does it make sense to separate service specification from service delivery 
forr services, which intervene in personal or organizational processes and in 
whichwhich service specification itself already is an intervention? This seems to 
bee the case in consultancy, organizational change, professionalization 
services,, medicine and psychology, for instance. 

•• Does a theory on service specification based on the assumption that 
specificationn precedes a contract makes sense if parts of the complete 
serviceservice specification itself are subjected to contracts? 

Too start with the first question, all programs at Sioo are designed to provide 
certainn degrees of freedom to customize the program to the needs of individuals at 
runn time. This run time customization is based on social interaction, which only 
developss after contracting. Before contracting it is impossible to give customers a 
clearr representation on what they get. So Sioo has to represent its service on a more 
generall level, indicating modules in the service delivery process which provide 
degreess of freedom for run time customization to the customers professionalization 
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needss and the social interaction. What it does is providing insight to the customer in 
thee process he has to go through, not in the outcome of the process, because the 
outcomee is dependent on the professional development of the customer himself and 
thee social interaction in the program. In service communication and service 
specificationn the process dimension of the service is emphasized, not the outcome 
dimension.. This might be the case as well for other people processing service 
providerss (see table 3.1), like doctors, psychologists, consultants or occupational 
healthhealth care providers. But the fact that service customization is based on continuous 
reciprocalityy between customers and the service provider doesn't mean that 
differentiationn between specification and delivery doesn't make sense. Service 
specificationn even becomes more important because the service provider has to 
investigatee the customer's ability to positively contribute to this reciprocality and the 
customerr has to be given the opportunity to explore whether he is willin g to 
contributee to the process and to go through the process. This is what gets done in 
Sioo'ss eligibility assessment and this is why Sioo phases service specification for in-
companyy programs. 

Thee answers to the last two questions are intertwined. If the service of 
interveningg in a customer system starts during specification, it makes sense to 
subjectt these activities to a contract because the provider already provides its service 
andd might want to finish the relationship if its service doesn't succeed and because 
thee customer needs to have terms to evaluate the provider on. This is what happens 
duringg in-company specification at Sioo. The early contracts Sioo closes on for 
examplee a series of interviews, on a pre-investigation or on working conferences to 
findfind out professionalization requirements have a clear goal...investigation. This 
investigationn is done to decide on another contract (on a professionalization 
program).. Because this investigation intervenes in the customer system or because in 
thee investigation the service provider already delivers its knowledge, it makes sense 
too subject this investigation to a contract. Still this doesn't mean that the next 
contractt isn't specified. In general it might be very well be the case that many 
specificationn processes run in parallel or are intertwined with service delivery 
processess for the same customer. So the specification of the following contract 
mightt take place during service delivery, which falls under a former contract. Still 
thiss doesn't mean that contracts are not preceded by specification processes (how 
implicitt this process might be in practice). 
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